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Abstract

The COVID-19 pandemic began in earnest in the United States in March 2020, and a slew of
challenges came with the adjustment. Individuals felt the isolation of quarantine while grieving
disenfranchised losses, losses that alienate the griever from the community, and social rules of
grief such as canceled events, missing friends and family, and missing milestones at work or
school. One place that was not closed to the public during the height of the pandemic was the
outdoors. Nature is beneficial to mental, physical, and spiritual health. In this phenomenological
study, we describe how being in nature helped adult disenfranchised grievers during the COVID19 pandemic. Using a non-probability convenience snowball sample recruited through social
media, 45 participants who identified as disenfranchised grievers due to COVID-19 pandemic
and reported an increased amount of time outside during the pandemic shared up to five photos
and had space to write a narrative about how their time in nature helped them address/heal from
loss. We used Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis to analyze the data. Narrative themes
included the context of the pandemic, turning to nature for healing, and emotional, physical,
social, and spiritual relief. In conclusion, participants had positive, transformational, affirming,
and joyful experiences in nature that helped them make meaning of their disenfranchised grief
during the COVID-19 pandemic. This study’s implications include a need for easier access to
outdoor spaces, and the ability for practitioners, allopathic and holistic, to prescribe time
outdoors to their patients. Implications for future research include disenfranchised grief, the
impacts of indoor nature spaces, and comparisons of various natural settings on disenfranchised
grievers.
Key words: disenfranchised grief, nature therapy, phenomenology, arts informed,
COVID-19, pandemic, narrative, forest bathing, shinrin yoku.
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Introduction

Nature is the kind of friend that never leaves my side. Even in grief-stricken
times, in her soul I can confide.
- Angie Weiland-Crosby, angieweilandcrosby.com

In the early months of 2020, with the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, life changed
dramatically for the entire world (Ferreira, 2020; Mayo Clinic Staff, 2020; Pfefferbaum & North,
2020). As holistic health researchers, we are interested in the connection between grief and the
known health benefits of time spent in nature (Adevi & Mårtensson, 2013; Gonzales et al., 2010;
Han et al., 2016; Li, 2018; Lo et al., 2019; Siu et al., 2020). When the world locked down due to
COVID-19 safety restrictions, we honed in on the overall experience of disenfranchised grief, a
type of grief wherein the griever is alienated from the community and social rules of grief (Doka,
2002; St. Clair, 2013). Our focus became to understand how people experience disenfranchised
grief relative to time spent in nature, one of the few healthy options available during the
prolonged pandemic lockdown.
Grief and nature are constants in human experience. However, the modern era changes
how humans process and interact with both grief and nature. First, grief is caused by losing an
important person, possession, or place (Breen & O’Connor, 2007; Marshall et al., 2019; Papa et
al., 2014), and in our dominant American culture, it has become a sign of weakness (Harris,
2010). Grief is often seen as an experience to conquer instead of an experience that allows for
closure, community, and forming new identities after loss (Neimeyer et al., 2014; Neimeyer,
2016). With fewer social traditions, rituals, and tight-knit relationship networks, modern life
often disrupts the grieving process leading to disenfranchised grief in which the culture, or even
the griever themself, invalidates the loss (Doka, 2002; St. Clair, 2013).
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Grief of any kind is a quintessential yet unwelcome part of the human experience
(O’Connor & Sussman, 2013), and humans have relied on nature to help heal (Kellert & Wilson,
1993). Yet, we have become distant from the natural world with industrialization, urbanization,
and the technology boom (DJ Case and Associates, 2016). The literature on nature therapy
suggests that nature could be an ideal therapy for grief. However, minimal investigation
concerning this relationship exists. There are no studies specifically on disenfranchised grief and
time spent in nature. As of the completion of this project, studies are beginning to emerge about
phenomenological experiences caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Our project is one of the
first such studies in post-pandemic literature and the only research we are aware of about the
relationship between disenfranchised grief and time spent in nature.
We suggest that grief and nature have profound counteracting effects on the mind, body,
and spirit. The physiological and mental responses to grief consist of the body initiating a
chronic stress response resulting in poor mental and physical health (Buckley et al., 2012b; Irwin
et al., 1988; Jacobs et al., 1986; O’Connor & Sussman, 2012). For many, the spiritual response to
grief brings to mind existential questions of the spirit, self-actualization, and purpose, as the
world and our place in it shift according to the loss (Klass et al., 1996). Although many of us
may have forgotten the importance of nature in our lives, nature is a holistic balm for a grieving
mind, body, and spirit.
Recent research suggests that time spent in nature can eliminate or lessen many elements
of the grieving stress response (Hassan et al., 2018; Kobayashi et al., 2018; Lee et al., 2014; ).
Nature therapy lowers stress (Grabbe et al., 2013; Hassan et al., 2018; Wahrborg et al., 2013; Yu
et al., 2017), relieves depression symptoms (Chun et al., 2017; Han et al., 2016), and lessens
anxiety (Kobayashi et al., 2018; Sonntag-Ostrom et al., 2015). Many benefits of time spent in
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nature counteract the struggles caused by grief. Therefore, it was not surprising that each of our
study participants, self-identified as disenfranchised grievers, sought time in nature during the
extraordinarily stressful conditions imposed by the COVID-19 pandemic.
In 2020, grief and nature took center stage with the COVID-19 pandemic. Loss became a
constant as millions were laid-off, events canceled, and families and friends separated by the
worldwide quarantines (Ferreira, 2020; Mayo Clinic Staff, 2020; Pfefferbaum & North, 2020).
As indoor businesses, workout facilities, and schools closed, governments consistently
acknowledged the importance of time outdoors by allowing parks and trails to stay open (Center
for Disease Control and Prevention [CDC], 2020; Minneapolis Park and Recreation Board, 2020;
Minnesota Department of Natural Resources & Minnesota Department of Health, 2021;
Minnesota Emergency Executive Order No. 20-20, 2020) and labeled garden centers as essential
businesses (Minnesota Emergency Executive Order No. 20-33, 2020). Popular walking and
biking trails were so crowded during the COVID-19 crisis that government officials closed roads
and parkways to motorized vehicles so pedestrians could maintain an appropriate distance from
each other (Minneapolis Park and Recreation Board, 2020). Disenfranchised grief due to
COVID-19 may have contributed to this biophilic response - a call back to the comfort of nature
where humans spent 99% of their evolutionary time on earth (Ulrich et al., 1991).
While this potential biophilic response has drawn many to the outdoors, it is essential to
note that this same biophilic response may have caused individuals to tailor their indoor
environments to their ancestors' original natural environment (Ulrich et al., 1991) bringing the
outdoors inside during quarantine. As holistic health researchers and people living through the
pandemic, we wanted to study the experiences of humans reconnecting with nature, as they have
for most of their existence, during this time of widespread grieving.
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The purpose of this project is to describe the lived experiences of adults who self-identify
as disenfranchised grievers due to COVID-19 and how they make meaning of their grief with the
assistance of time spent in nature. We begin with a review of the relevant literature. We then
share our research lenses and describe how they impact the creation, implementation, and
analysis of this research project. Next, we describe our research method. Then we relay the
outcomes of the study. Finally, we interpret and explain the findings in the discussion chapter.
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Literature Review

The purpose of this chapter is to review the relevant literature related to disenfranchised
grief and nature therapy. The first half of this chapter is devoted to a thorough discussion of
grief, specifically disenfranchised grief. The second half addresses nature therapy. Infused
throughout this chapter, we investigate the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic during its first
nine months, which caused widespread disenfranchised grief (Varshney et al., 2021), as well as
an increase in time spent in nature during the pandemic (Doheny, 2020).
In the first half of the chapter, we define grief and disenfranchised grief. Next, we
investigate disenfranchised grief theory and the ubiquitous experience of disenfranchised grief
during the COVID-19 pandemic and past nationwide crises. We then review the research on
grief’s effects on the mind, body, and spirit. We conclude the section with a discussion of the
current methods for treating grief and the limitations thereof.
In the second half of this literature review, we begin by defining nature therapy, forest
bathing, and biophilia. We start by investigating nature therapy by providing definitions for
nature therapy and biophilia. We then review the research on nature therapy’s effect on the mind,
body, and spirit. We investigate reports about the use of nature therapy and increased time in
nature during the first nine months of the COVID-19 pandemic. We conclude the section with a
discussion of the status of nature therapy in the United States and its limitations as a treatment
for grief. We complete this chapter with our research question.
Grief Definitions
We begin by defining grief and disenfranchised grief. The Merriam-Webster Dictionary
(n.d.) offers the basic definition of grief as “deep and poignant distress caused by or as if by
bereavement” (para. 1). To add context and define additional common terms, the Merriam-
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Webster Dictionary (n.d.) defines mourning as “a period of time during which signs of grief are
shown” (para. 1) and bereavement as “suffering the death of a loved one” (para. 1). Scholars and
laypeople sometimes use grief, mourning, and bereavement interchangeably to explain the
emotional, biological, and spiritual symptomatology experienced after a loss (Fuchs, 2018;
Neimeyer et al., 2014; Papa et al., 2014; Stroebe et al., 2010; White & Fessler, 2013).
Based on our understanding of grief research and in alignment with our lenses, we offer
the following definition of grief: a universal and individualized healing process of the mind,
body, and spirit, which allows an individual to form a new and integrated identity after the loss
of someone or something that was loved. And to be consistent with our definition of grief, we
limit our use of terms to only grief encompassing other similar terms such as mourning or
bereavement.
Disenfranchised Grief Theory expands grief beyond an individual and family
phenomenon by including the external, social experience involving the broader community and
culture of the griever (Doka, 2002; Neimeyer et al., 2014). We define disenfranchised grief as
grief that cannot be publicly or perhaps personally acknowledged or validated, causing the
healing process to be stymied and harm the griever (Boss, 2007; Callahan, 2020; Doka, 2002;
Neimeyer et al., 2014; Parker, 2020). Now that we have provided definitions, we next explore
grief in the context of its impact on the mind, body, and spirit.
Grief
We begin with an investigation of the Disenfranchised Grief Theory. Next, we describe
the mental, physical, and spiritual experiences and symptoms associated with grief. We conclude
the section with a discussion of current methods for treating grief and the limitations thereof.
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Disenfranchised Grief
In this section, we discuss the Disenfranchised Grief Theory, then define the five
categories of disenfranchised grief, and conclude with an investigation of how the COVID-19
pandemic is causing widespread disenfranchised grief.
Disenfranchised Grief Theory. Disenfranchised grief is a social phenomenon (Doka,
2002). Grief becomes disenfranchised when not publicly or personally acknowledged or
validated, obstructing the healing process and harming the griever (Boss, 2007; Callahan, 2020;
Doka, 2002; Neimeyer et al., 2014; Parker, 2020). Doka argues earlier grief researchers
neglected the social aspects of grief, instead focusing only on the physiological and
psychological effects (Doka, 2002). With disenfranchised grief, the griever does not have the
right to grieve, does not receive sympathy, nor community support such as healing assistance,
time off from work, or the reduction of social responsibilities during the time of loss (Doka,
2002; St. Clair, 2013). Frequently, even the disenfranchised griever invalidates their loss and
grief (Callahan, 2020; Doka, 2002; Neimeyer et al., 2014; Parker, 2020).
Disenfranchised Grief Categorization. Doka (2002) offers five categorizations of
disenfranchised grief. The first category is the lack of recognition of relationships, with examples
of non-traditional or not socially sanctioned relationships such as cohabitating couples, same-sex
couples, extramarital affairs, adopted children mourning the loss of the birth parent, or former
spouses grieving the death of the ex-spouse (Doka, 2002; O’Connor & Sussman, 2012). The
second category is the lack of acknowledgment by the community, with examples including grief
not recognized as losses by the society, such as the grief experienced by caretakers of patients
with long-term or terminal illnesses (Burns et al., 2018; Glick et al., 2018; Meichsner et at.,
2017), losses of jobs and social standing (Papa et al., 2014), divorce (Papa et al., 2014), and non-
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divorce romantic breakups (Norton & Gina, 2013; O’Connor & Sussman, 2012). The third
category is the exclusion of the griever, with examples including grievers who society presumes
do not have the right, ability, or strength to grieve, including the very old, the very young, and
persons with disabilities (Doka, 2002).
The fourth category is the circumstances of the death, with examples including social
rejection of the deceased due to the violence or gruesomeness of their death or the actions of the
deceased, such as murder victims, violent deaths of persons perceived to be involved in
criminality (Lawson, 2012), and inmates on death row (Doka, 2002). And the final category is
how the griever grieves, with examples of grievers who do not follow the social grieving rules
set forth by the culture (Doka, 2002). Doka adds intuitive grievers, which demonstrate more
emotions, are more disenfranchised than those who demonstrate action and control instead of
emotions (Doka, 2002).
Robson and Walter (2012) caution against an unexamined acceptance of the
Disenfranchised Grief Theory due to its binary construct. It is not always a case of the loss being
acknowledged or not. Some subcultures may acknowledge a loss, whereas its larger culture may
not. For example, the family of the deceased may exclude the LGBTQ+ partner from the
planning of the funeral, may not have time off from work, and may have financial and legal
hardships with joint property, but the LGBTQ+ community may accept the loss and provide a
social means to grieve (Doka, 2002; Robson & Walter, 2012). The griever may feel invalidated
from parts of the community and even themselves yet find support from other parts.
Disenfranchised grief is an individualized experience and more commonly experienced during
the COVID-19 pandemic (Albuquerque et al., 2021).
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Disenfranchised Grief Caused by the COVID-19 Pandemic. Adding to the already
complicated and painful experience of disenfranchised grief, the COVID-19 pandemic brought a
widespread loss of life and life experiences and prohibited those grieving access to their means
of support and healing (Fisher, 2020; Koepp, 2020; Northwest MHTTC, 2020; Parker, 2020;
Tousley, 2020; Varshney et al., 2021; Walsh, 2020). COVID-19 profoundly changed and
influenced the landscape of disenfranchised grief in the United States (Ferreira, 2020; Mayo
Clinic Staff, 2020; Pfefferbaum & North, 2020; Varshney et al., 2021). Many individuals
questioned why spending time at home causes so much distress and anguish. Furthermore, the
loss of socialization, jobs, and celebratory events left many with an unfillable feeling of
hollowness. Many drove off their feelings of grief as being frivolous due to the dire situation of
the country (Ferreira, 2020; Varshney et al., 2021). Disenfranchised grief due to the COVID-19
pandemic is only the latest example of a widespread experience of collective grief.
During the COVID-19 pandemic, the experience of disenfranchised grief is on a personal,
community, and worldwide scale following the collective losses. Grief research conducted on
experiences of small and large losses due to September 11 and Hurricane Katrina bolstered the
Disenfranchised Grief Theory (Knudsen et al., 2005; Latino, 2011; Shear et al., 2011; Tsai &
Venkataramani, 2015). Grief caused by national disasters is exacerbated partly due to media
attention allowing individuals to feel they are part of the deceased’s grief (Latino, 2011).
Survivors of Hurricane Katrina stated that besides the grief of loved ones, their most substantial
grief came from disrupting their lives (Regan, 2007). Survivors feel the disruption in the loss of
social ties to their community and loved ones (Dugan, 2005; Gard & Ruzek, 2006; Regan, 2007).
In part due to this disruption and grief not acknowledged as a result of a disaster, survivors often
experience disenfranchised grief with extended and complicated healing processes (Roberts et
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al., 2010; Shear et al., 2011; Usami et al., 2016). Like all forms of grief, the mind, body, and
spirit all experience disenfranchised grief.
Grief’s Effects on the Mind
In this section, we discuss additional types of grief and common psychological
symptoms. Until recently, most grief research has focused on losing a loved one and primarily a
spouse (Liu et al., 2019). However, in the past decades, the field is broadening its focus to reflect
the wide-ranging experiences of grievers.
Additional Types of Grief. More recently, studies now document experiences resulting
from the loss of kin, including parents, siblings, and children (Liu et al., 2019). Grief research is
also expanding into the loss of friends (Liu et al., 2019; Stirling, 2016), comrades of service
members (Charney et al., 2018), and the loss of pets (Habarth et al., 2017; White & Fessler,
2013). Also, research now focuses on non-bereavement losses such as relationships (divorces),
employment, social standing (Papa et al., 2014), and homesickness (O’Connor & Sussman,
2012).
Moreover, grief researchers study people’s experiences enduring ambiguous losses when
“the loss remains unclear” (Boss, 2007, p. 105). Examples of uncertain losses include caretakers
of loved ones with long-term terminal illnesses (Boss, 2007; Burns et al., 2017; Gatewood, 2010;
Glick et al., 2018; Meichsner et al., 2019) and grief experienced by families of missing persons
(Lenferink et al., 2018). The emerging field of eco-grief or green grief research studies the
impact of the loss of climate, ecology, and access to nature and natural spaces (Marshall et al.,
2019). Based on studies of the social aspects of grief, researchers formulated the Disenfranchised
Grief Theory, as already described (Doka, 2002; Lawson et al., 2012; Robson & Walter, 2012;
St. Clair, 2013).
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Psychological Symptomatology. Grief is unique in its ubiquitous characteristic of
yearning for the lost loved one, place, or object (O’Connor & Sussman, 2012). Yearning is
always present when an individual grieves a loss, and it lessens over time (O’Connor &
Sussman, 2012; Stroebe et al., 2010). However, if the grief process continues intensely for six
months or more, the individual transitions into Prolonged Grief Disorder (PGD). Yearning then
becomes disruptive and distressing by occurring many times daily (Prigerson et al., 2008).
Additional psychological symptoms may include shock, anxiety, anger, despair, sorrow,
and a sense of nostalgia and that of powerlessness or lack of control, which grievers may also
experience following other critical life events (Doka, 2002; Norton & Gino, 2014; Stroebe et al.
2010; White & Fessler, 2013). PGD may co-occur with other conditions such as major
depressive disorder (MDD) and post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) (Burke et al., 2014a;
Lenferink et al., 2018; Papa et al., 2014; Shear et al., 2016). Grievers may experience various
psychological symptoms and co-occurring conditions such as MDD and PTSD, but all grievers
experience yearning for the lost beloved person, place, or item.
In this section, we reviewed different types of grief, the grieving process, and the
symptomatology of the mind. We now shift our focus to the experience of grief on the body.
Grief’s Effects on the Body
Humans experience grief not only in the mind and spirit but also in the body. Parkes et al.
(1969) conclude in their nine-year follow-up study of widowers that men had a statistically
higher chance of dying within six months of the death of their spouse compared to their
counterparts who had not lost a spouse. Ward (1976) suggests that within the first six months of
the death of a spouse, there was a higher number of deaths than at any other point in their twoyear follow-up study. Lichtenstein et al. (1998) show that death rates among surviving spouses
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did not normalize until four years after the death of their spouse compared to the death rates of
their counterparts who had not lost a spouse.
Having a spouse die is not the only form of grief that can put you at risk. Li et al. (2003)
found an increase in deaths of mothers after the death of a child. Experiencing any grief has been
shown to put an individual at risk for death, increased risk of exposure to disease, and higher
medical services use (Stroebe et al., 2007). Grief is not limited to one body system but is
comprehensive in its impact. In the following sections, we discuss grief’s effect on the heart, the
stress hormones, and the immune system.
Grief’s Effects on the Heart. The heart is typically to blame in the case of the sudden
death of an individual (Buckley et al., 2009). Grief can affect the heart, causing death, activating
the sympathetic nervous system, elevate blood pressure, elevate heart rate, and decrease heart
rate variability.
Grief puts an individual at high risk for heart disease (Prigerson et al., 1997).
Experiencing strong emotions, especially depressive ones, activates the sympathetic nervous
system. This activation leads to constriction of the blood vessels surrounding the heart, elevated
blood pressure, increased heart rate, decreased heart rate variability (HRV), and potentially a
heart attack (Bhattacharayya et al., 2007).
Those experiencing grief are at a higher risk for developing elevated blood pressure or
hypertension (Buckley et al., 2011a; Prigerson et al., 1997). A community study by Santic et al.
(2006) compared blood pressure reading between family members who had lost a soldier to the
war in Bosnia and Herzegovina and their neighbors who had not. The family members who had
lost a soldier had on average higher blood pressure than their neighbors. Blood pressure appears
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to be higher in those experiencing acute or recent grief and then normalizes over time (Buckley
et al., 2010).
Grieving people have a higher-than-average heart rate over 24 hours (Buckley et al.,
2010; Buckley et al., 2012a; O’Connor et al., 2002). O’Connor et al. (2002) show that
individuals suffering from depression have an elevated heart rate. This is important because the
effects of grief are more than just mental or depression-related symptoms. As grief symptoms
decrease over time, so do individuals’ elevated heart rates (Buckley et al., 2010).
There is also a link between grief and decreased Heart Rate Variability (HRV) (Buckley
et al., 2012b). HRV is the amount of time between each heartbeat, and our autonomic nervous
system, divided into the sympathetic and parasympathetic systems, controls it. A low heart rate
variability, in other words, a narrow spectrum of heart beats per minute, is an indicator of the
sympathetic nervous system working overtime, and there is a relationship between low HRV and
worsening depression or anxiety. A low HRV is associated with an increased risk of death and
cardiovascular disease (Campos, 2019). HRV decreases in individuals experiencing depressive
symptoms (Carney et al., 2001; O’Connor et al., 2002). When HRV decreases and the
sympathetic nervous system works overtime, the body becomes stressed and more susceptible to
illness. Another factor that influences our health and wellbeing as we respond to grief is stress
hormones.
Grief and Stress Hormones. Having the sympathetic nervous system activated for an
extended period of time can lead to an increased risk of death or decline in health (Reuben et al.,
2000). When the body’s sympathetic nervous system is activated, the body releases hormones
cortisol, epinephrine, and norepinephrine throughout the body to activate the stress system
(Rueben et al., 2000; Buckley et al., 2012b). Cortisol levels are elevated in individuals
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experiencing grief (Buckley et al., 2012b; Irwin et al., 1988; O’Connor et al., 2011). Levels of
cortisol are more elevated throughout the day in those experiencing acute grief (O’Connor et al.,
2011). In general, an increased cortisol level leads the body to feel like it is in a stressed state,
making sleeping difficult. Lack of sleep leads to an increase in blood pressure and heart rate,
eventually putting individuals at risk for an increase in clotting factors in the blood (Buckley et
al., 2012b). An increase in clotting factors puts individuals at higher risk for a possible heart
attack (American Heart Association, n.d.).
Higher than normal levels of epinephrine and norepinephrine are present in individuals
suffering from grief (Jacobs et al., 1986; O’Connor et al., 2013). Individuals suffering from both
depression and anxiety have higher levels of epinephrine and norepinephrine (Gerra et al., 2003).
Higher levels of epinephrine and norepinephrine take longer to normalize the older an adult is
(Jacobs et al., 1986).
High levels of epinephrine and norepinephrine circulating in the body show that the
sympathetic nervous system is activated. The sympathetic nervous system is activated during
stress and is part of the body’s fight or flight response (Reuben et al., 2000). Individuals with
higher levels of epinephrine and norepinephrine levels were at higher risk for a decline in health
and eventually death (Reuben et al., 2000; O’Connor et al., 2009). Having an elevated level of
stress hormones can also affect the body’s immune system.
Grief and the Immune System. Part of the body’s response to grief is to activate the
body’s immune system (O’Connor et al., 2009). Neutrophil cells, a type of white blood cells that
increase during times of inflammation, are at higher-than-average levels during grief (Buckley et
al., 2011b). Individuals suffering from grief may have a heightened inflammatory response
(Bhattacharyya et al., 2007), likely due to the increased number of neutrophils in the body.
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The Natural Killer cells, white blood cells that recognize and eat foreign or infected cells,
are less effective at clearing the body of foreign cells during grief (Bartrop et al., 1977; Gerra et
al., 2003; Irwin et al., 1988). This puts those suffering from grief at a higher risk of cancer and
other infections because the body is unable to recognize tumor cells or infected cells (Prigerson
et al., 1997).
Grief has detrimental effects on the body. By activating the body’s sympathetic nervous
system, grief puts the body in a state of constant stress. This makes the body more susceptible to
illness, injury, and possibly even death. In this section, we reviewed the effects of grief on the
body, including the heart, stress hormones, and the immune system. We now shift our focus to
the experience of grief on the spirit.
Grief’s Effects on the Spirit
Humans experience grief not only in the body and mind but also in the spirit. Restoration
of spiritual health after a loss is another area of healing. Dhar et al. (2011) define spiritual health
as a “state of being where an individual is able to deal with day-to-day life in a manner which
leads to the realization of one’s full potential; meaning and purpose of life; and happiness from
within” (para. 19). Additionally, Ghaderi et al. (2018) define spiritual health as a connection with
oneself, others, God, and nature. Understood through our holistic health lenses, we define
spiritual health as health associated with self-actualization and life purpose that allows for
greater human connection with the seen and unseen world. It is the experience of something
bigger. Perhaps more than the mind and body symptoms, the spiritual symptoms of
disenfranchised grief due to the COVID-19 pandemic were the most challenging to heal since the
safety restrictions severely limited people’s access to informal and formal communal rituals
(Parker, 2020; Walsh, 2020).
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We now investigate the relationship between grief and spiritual or religious practice. We
then explore the importance of ritual in the grieving process and discuss the Continuing Bonds
Theory. We conclude by comparing the beneficial and detrimental impact of spiritual or religious
dogma for the griever.
Grief and Spiritual Practice. Spiritual health is health associated with self-actualization
and life purpose that allows for greater human connection with the seen and unseen world (Dhar
et al., 2011). The profound sense of loss after the death of a loved one, the unrelenting yearning
following the final sighting of a missing person, or the inability of a refugee to return home to a
war-torn country may invite some grievers to seek solace and answers in spiritual beliefs or
religious traditions (Burke et al., 2014a; Burke et al., 2014b; Dennis & Washington, 2018;
Gatewood, 2010; Lonneke et al., 2018; O’Connor & Sussman, 2014). Grieving and the
replenishment of spiritual health are individualized processes influenced by the griever’s culture
and society (Doka, 2012; Vale-Taylor, 2009). Disenfranchised grief, in which the griever is
alienated from the community and perhaps even themselves, is especially trying on the spirit if
religious traditions, rituals, and cultural expectations fail to bring spiritual comfort (Doka, 2012;
St. Claire, 2013).
Ritual. Formal and informal ritual is a universal part of the grieving process (Burke et al.,
2014a; Dennis & Washington, 2016; Doka, 2002; Draper et al., 2014; Egnew, 2005; Fuchs,
2018; Gilbert, 2002; Neimeyer et al., 2014; Norton & Gino, 2013; Pan et al., 2014; Reeves,
2011; Stirling, 2016; Thompson & Neimeyer, 2014; Vale-Taylor, 2009; White & Fessler, 2013).
Norton and Gino (2013) define ritual as a “symbolic activity that is performed before, during, or
after a meaningful event to achieve some desired outcome” (p. 266). When performed as part of
a grieving process and spiritual health, rituals provide a range of desired outcomes based on the
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grievers’ and the community’s needs. Formal rituals may be communal activities such as wakes,
funerals, and memorial services that generally align with the socially agreed upon grieving rules
(Doka, 2002). However, with the decline of religious affiliation and the rise in secularism in the
West, religious traditions may no longer be the predominant source of ritual (Draper, 2013).
More than ever, expressions of grief may be informal communal rituals such as the scattering of
ashes and roadside memorials to commemorate the loss.
Additionally, rituals may be individual acts to allow the griever to form a new identity
after the loss (Neimeyer et al., 2014). Reeves (2011) suggests grievers may get stuck in
Prolonged Grief Disorder (PGD) if there are no rituals after the loss. Their research focuses on
training grievers and clinicians to design and implement post-death rituals months or years after
the loss. Moreover, as the COVID-19 pandemic limited people’s ability to gather, it disrupted
traditional and individual rituals, especially for funerals and memorials, which may have
unforeseen long-term effects (Lehmann, 2020; Parker, 2020; Walsh, 2020). In addition to ritual,
maintaining a connection with the lost loved one is another spiritual path to healing from
grief.
Continuing Bonds Theory. Many ancient and modern indigenous cultures maintain
connections with their ancestors (Dennis & Washington, 2016; Neimeyer et al., 2014). In the
cosmology of the Ojibwe of North America, the “soul exists before, during, and after the
physical human form on a continuum of spiritual existence” (Dennis & Washington, 2016, p.
108). In Europe, and subsequently in the United States, as Christianity and Cartesian thought
became the dominant world view, the importance and spiritual connection to ancestors faded
(Meister & Copan, 2007). For more than a century in Western cultures, grief has become more
medicalized, and excessive grief has been pathologized (Breen & O’Connor, 2007; Neimeyer et
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al., 2014). The deceased is gone from this world. The griever must accept the loss, cut all ties,
and move on.
Bringing forth a profound shift to Western thought, Klass et al. (1996) proposed the
Continuing Bonds Theory allowing grievers to alter yet continue their relationship with the
deceased. Neimeyer et al. (2014) conclude maintaining bonds is least “painful when the loss
itself makes sense in spiritual, existential, or practical terms” (p. 489). Modern humans utilize a
continuum of practices to maintain bonds with loved ones passed. Preferences based on the
individual’s culture, era, and religious or spiritual traditions are similar to the way individuals
make sense of loss.
Benefits and Harm from Spiritual Practices. Humans are natural storytellers and make
meaning of significant events, experiences, and losses (Gilbert, 2002; Neimeyer, 2016).
Religiously inclined grievers may employ both positive and negative coping strategies
influenced by their religion or spiritual practice (Burke et al., 2014a). Some such grievers may
benefit by feeling secure in knowing the meaning of the loss experience and confirm a belief in
connectedness. On the other hand, some may come to believe the loss was a punishment or the
work of demonic forces. For disenfranchised grief due to the COVID-19 pandemic, some
grievers may even invalidate their grief based on their religious teachings (Callahan, 2020).
During the grieving process, some individuals may draw closer to their spiritual
community and practice, whereas others may feel alienated from the teachings and possibly
insensitive responses by community members (Burke et al., 2014b). Grieving is a complex
spiritual phenomenon experienced as an individualized process. As the COVID-19 pandemic
unfolded, it disrupted many traditional communal and individual expressions of grief. New ways
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of grieving, restoring spiritual health, and validating disenfranchised grief are developing to meet
our healing needs (Breen, 2020; Northwest MHTTC, 2020; Parker, 2020).
In this section, we reviewed the relationship between grief and spiritual or religious
practice, the importance of ritual in the grieving process, continuing bonds with lost loved ones,
and concluded with a discussion of the beneficial and harmful impact of meaning-making based
on an individual’s spiritual or religious beliefs. We now shift our attention to the current medical
treatments for grief and its limitations.
Current Medical Response and Treatment for Grief
In this section, we provide a comparison of simple and complicated grief. We then
investigate grief treatments focused on healing from complicated grief and treating yearning,
including Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT), Complicated Grief Therapy (CGT), medication,
and treatments for MDD and PTSD.
Simple and Complicated Grief. Most individuals experiencing grief adapt or find
closure six months to two years after the loss occurred (Mayo Clinic Staff, 2017). There is a
noticeable lack of medical or psychological treatment for this common type of simple grief
(Khoshaba, 2013; Mughal et al., 2020). However, in 7% to 10% of cases, grievers experience
extended and complicated grief lasting more than six months that may include mental, physical,
and spiritual symptoms (Khoshaba, 2013; Shear, 2012). Complicated Grief Disorder (CGD)
results in a prolonged period of grief along with symptoms such as intense longing for what was
lost, intrusive or preoccupying thoughts, withdrawal, and agitation (Shear, 2012).
The ubiquitous symptom in all types of grief is yearning (Shear et al., 2016). Additional
symptoms such as depression and PTSD may co-occur with grief and respond to treatments for
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these specific conditions. However, Stroebe et al. (2010) note that yearning can be challenging to
treat with current grief-based treatments.
Talk Therapy. Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT) is currently one of the main
treatments for CGD (Mancini et al., 2012; Meichsner et al., 2015; Wittouck et al., 2011). CBT
works to change faulty thinking patterns via identification and coping mechanisms in order to
treat behaviors and heal the client (American Psychological Association, n.d.; Rosner et al.,
2011). However, there are dropout margins associated with CBT, with a reported 15.9% dropout
at pretreatment and 26.2% during treatment (Fernandez et al., 2015). Fernandez et al. (2015)
report that while CBT may effectively treat grief for some, CBT does not prove to be an effective
method if the participant does not commit to the treatment modality. Specially designed
Complicated Grief Therapy (CGT) involves a 16-week session CBT protocol with a trained
therapist (Bryant et al., 2014; Bryant et al., 2017; Shear et al., 2016). CGT, which also uses
exposure therapy to expose the griever to the details of the death, can prove to be an effective
treatment for CGD patients (Bryant et al., 2014; Bryant et al., 2017; Shear et al., 2016).
Medication. Medication is a popular treatment in the United States, sought out by many
as an intervention to treat illnesses and diseases (Carr, 2017; Keyhani et al., 2010). However,
studies are conflicting on the effectiveness of medication to treat grief. For example, Bryant et al.
(2014) report that antidepressants have proven ineffective at treating yearning. They are designed
to treat symptoms of depression associated with grief but cannot fill the space the loved one or
loss has left. On the other hand, other studies indicate that medication is an appropriate treatment
for some if an individual is experiencing clinical depression and CGD (Mancini et al., 2012;
Mayo Clinic Staff, 2017).
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Additional Treatments. For simple grief and CGD, therapy and medication treatments
may not be effective and do not address the griever’s full experience, especially with yearning,
the sense of loss, and the replenishment of spiritual health (Bryant et al., 2014). Grief-focused
treatment providers prioritize CGD due to its effect on one’s ability to care for oneself (Mayo
Clinic Staff, 2017). Additional treatments for conditions co-occurring with grief may be used but
are not effective in treating yearning. For example, major depressive disorder (MDD) and posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) therapies and strong social networks have proven ineffective in
treating the yearning felt by grievers (Bryant et al., 2014; Bryant et al., 2017; Shear et al., 2016;
Stroebe et al., 2010).
In this section, we reviewed the difference between simple and complicated grief and
associated treatments, including CBT and CGT, as well as medication. In the next section, we
address the current barriers to healing and the need for a more holistic approach to helping
grievers.
Current Barriers to Healing from Grief
Grief is experienced by the mind, body, and spirit equally, but current treatments are
myopic and limited. Egnew (2005) argues that without a holistic grief model - a model that heals
the mind, body, and spirit - medicine is missing the point of being human. Treatments that only
address mental or physical health will not lead to healing but further distress (Egnew, 2005).
When providers fail to treat grief as a holistic illness, they do not foster an environment to
facilitate healing. In this section, we explore social stigma compounding healing for grievers,
limitations of current treatments, and finally, specific barriers for people experiencing
disenfranchised grief due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
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Social Stigma. Grief is an inescapable part of the human experience; however, there is
much stigma associated with grief. Society can view a griever, especially one experiencing
disenfranchised grief, in a negative light as sorrow is associated with weakness (Breen et al.,
2015; Clement et al., 2015; Eisma, 2018). As such, Breen et al. (2015) show that the dominant
American culture views grieving as an experience to be avoided and conquered instead of
acknowledged and accepted. In many cases, the level of stigma is inversely related to individuals
seeking help (Clement et al., 2015; Eisma, 2018). Eisma (2018) finds that the introduction of
grief disorders into the DSM-5 may cause increased stigma, leading to a diagnosis creating fear
rather than validation. Those with complex grief need high levels of support but could be less
likely to seek them out if they face the risk of stigmatization. Clement et al. (2015) state that
disclosure and confidentiality are high-level concerns. This stigmatization, stemming from
dominant American culture, impacts the perceived severity of a loss and the depth of grief that is
socially acceptable with it (Aunon et al., 2015; Eisma, 2018). These perceptions of grief leave
little room for disenfranchised experiences. They can turn grief, an already difficult experience,
into an embarrassment if there is stigma attached.
Due to current social standards, grieving in dominant American culture is more often
done in private rather than in a community setting (Anderson, 2010; Neimeyer et al., 2014;
Rosenblatt, 1988). These experiences can be isolating and lead to prolonged and complicated
grief instead of a healthy and natural close to a lived experience (Aunon et al., 2015; Breen et al.,
2015). When grieving in private, individuals lose the chance for support.
Though time can provide distance from an experience, the lack of interventions
promoting coping and forward momentum in the grief process can result in stagnation or
lingering of grief (Boelen & Smid, 2017; Penman et al., 2014). This time pressure promotes the
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common belief that a griever should complete grieving within one year of a loss (Harris, 2010;
Rosenblatt, 1988). Individuals may assume that if their grief is still lingering after a socially
acceptable timeframe, they have failed.
Current Treatments Limitations. Current grief treatments lack a holistic approach in
addressing the mind, body, and spirit of the griever. Some treatments may work to treat specific
symptoms, such as depression, or teach certain behaviors, such as coping strategies, but fail to
address the need for community and social acceptance within the grief process (Burke et al.
2014a; Fernandez et al., 2015). The limitations seen in grief treatments could be related to the
social stigma associated with mental illness under dominant American culture. If treatments fail
to address all aspects of the grief process, this may result in prolonged grief (Prigerson et al.,
2008).
Specific Barriers to Healing Disenfranchised Grief. Barriers to healing disenfranchised
grief have become exaggerated due to the isolation and difficulty accessing mental health care
during the height of the COVID-19 pandemic (World Health Organization, 2020). Additionally,
Rabow et al. (2020) argue that there is stigma associated with COVID-19 losses as there can be
blame for an individual contracting the virus, suspicion that mourners may carry the virus due to
proximity, and arguments that the deceased “is just another statistic” (para. 10). A barrier to
disenfranchised grief treatment during COVID-19 is the sheer amount of disenfranchised grief
created daily, leading individuals to conclude that their grief is not justified enough to seek
treatment or help (Crossley, 2020; Rabow et al. 2020).
While the commonly used psychological, physiological, and spiritual treatments for grief
have some success decreasing mental-emotional and physical symptoms and feelings of longing,
most lack a holistic approach, providing a lop-sided or stymied grieving process. Cultural
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attitudes toward and some treatments may perpetuate stigmas associated with the grieving
process, further contributing to disenfranchised grief. Therefore, implementing a holistic, stigmafree therapy, such as nature therapy, may allow grievers to heal mentally, physically, and
emotionally unencumbered by stigma or one-dimensional therapeutic approaches. We now move
into the second half of this chapter to investigate nature therapy.
Nature Therapy Definitions
We begin by defining nature therapy. Many people use nature therapy, forest bathing,
shinrin yoku, and eco-therapy interchangeably. The Forest Therapy Institute has distinct
definitions for nature forest bathing versus nature therapy. The Forest Therapy Institute (n.d.)
define forest bathing as “a health promoting, salutogenic, nature connection practice that aims to
enhance well-being, relieve stress, and encourage relaxation,” and nature therapy as “Forest
Bathing put into practice as a nature-based intervention that targets specific mental health and
physical health difficulties” (para. 4). Differently, the Association of Nature and Forest Therapy
Guides and Programs (n.d.) uses the terms forest therapy and shinrin yoku interchangeably,
defining them as “the practice of spending time in forested areas for the purpose of enhancing
health, wellness, and happiness” (para. 1). Dr. Li (2018), the chairperson of the Japanese Society
for Forest Medicine defines shinrin yoku, or forest bathing, as “taking in the forest through our
senses” (p. 12). We use nature therapy and forest bathing interchangeably with the following
definition: nature therapy and forest bathing are the effortless experiencing of plants and natural
spaces to heal one’s mind, body, and spirit.
Writers and researchers used the term biophilia differently at its creation in the 1960s
than they do presently. The definition of biophilia tends to evolve as research on the topic
progresses. Fromm (1973) defined biophilia as a positive feeling toward nature. He based his
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definition solely on the Latin roots bio, meaning life, and philia, meaning a friendly feeling
toward. Beginning in the late 1970s, authors and researchers added their own theories to the
definition (Merriam-Webster, n.d.). We adopt the definition from Kellert and Wilson (1993),
biophilia is “the human tendency to relate with life and natural process [and] might be the
expression of a biological need, one that is integral to the human species' developmental process
and essential in physical and mental growth” (p. 20). Based on years of research showing the
benefits of time in nature, we adopt a definition of biophilia beyond its Latin roots and accept its
influence on mind, body, and spirit.
Nature Therapy
In this section, we describe the evolution of nature therapy and its effects on the body,
mind, and spirit. We conclude with the status of nature therapy worldwide, along with some of
its limitations and gaps in the research.
Evolution of Nature Therapy
Director-General of the Agency of Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries of Japan
Akiyama invented the term shinrin yoku, translated into English as “forest bathing” in 1982
based on his intuitive feeling that being in nature is good for us. Akiyama’s campaign sparked
researchers worldwide to investigate the impact nature has on human wellbeing (Li, 2018). In
1984, Wilson published The Biophilia Hypothesis using a combination of research and theory to
support the hypothesis: humans seek out other living things and spaces innately due to our
evolution. The combination of shinrin yoku and biophilia lead to research by academics like
Ulrich and Miyazaki, who have spent their professional lives investigating how practices like
forest bathing can be relaxing and therapeutic. Ulrich (1991) calls this pattern the Stress
Reduction Theory (SRT), while Miyazaki (2013) calls it Nature Therapy Theory (NTT). Both
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theories explain the same idea that the more natural the environment is, the more relaxing it will
be for the mind, body, and spirit.
Nature Therapy’s Effects on the Mind
There is an abundance of research studies suggesting decreased depression, anxiety, and
stress with nature therapy (Han et al., 2016; Lee et al., 2014; Sonntag-Ostrom et al., 2015; Yu et
al., 2017). Researchers collect physiological data, like blood pressure, prefrontal cortex activity,
and muscle tension, along with participant self-reporting, like the Profile of Mood States
(POMS) or one-on-one interviews. This combination of data collection techniques allows
researchers to link self-reported experiences to physical changes in the body. For example,
Ochiai et al. (2015) link POMS survey results to pulse rate and salivary cortisol data. The team
combines this information to conclude that participants feel more relaxed and less anxious after
forest bathing.
Similarly, Chun et al. (2017) connect the results of the Beck Depression Inventory and
the Hamilton Depression Rating scale to biological antioxidant potential (BAP). Higher BAP “is
correlated with protection against neuronal damage that can result in depression or anxiety”
(Chun et al., 2017, p. 202). The team saw a decrease in reported depression symptoms and an
increase in BAP, which leads to their conclusion that forest therapy is a helpful treatment for
people suffering from depression. Research demonstrates that spending time outdoors is both
relaxing and energizing for humans. Moreover, research demonstrates that improvement in
mental wellbeing through both physiological and psychological data.
Nature Therapy’s Effects on the Body
Nature therapy is not a system-focused intervention but rather a comprehensive
experience that leads to positive health outcomes. Nature therapy affects the body’s
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cardiovascular system, nervous system, brain, and immune system. In this section, we outline the
impact of nature therapy on these body systems.
Nature Therapy and the Cardiovascular System. Medical professionals advise that
elevated blood pressure and heart rate are bad for long-term health and wellbeing, and time in
nature could be one way to keep both indicators in a healthy range. In one of the earliest
investigations of this topic, Ulrich et al. (1991) show that people with elevated heart rates and
blood pressures recover faster in natural environments. Recent studies show the same pattern:
time in nature has a positive impact on cardiovascular relaxation (Hassan et al., 2018; Lee et al.,
2014; Yu et al., 2017). Of these studies, Yu et al. (2017) demonstrate the most positive
physiological impact of forest bathing by using a larger sample size, a more realistic two-hour
forest therapy session, and they show a significant decrease in pulse rate and both systolic and
diastolic blood pressure.
Beyond the traditional cardiovascular indicators of pulse and blood pressure, heart rate
variability (HRV) shows us even more about the body’s stress or relaxation response. HRV is a
newer variable in the study of nature therapy but indicates consistent outcomes. HRV increases
with the experience of nature therapy, meaning participants had a relaxation response in nature
(Han et al., 2016; Kobayashi et al., 2018; Lee et al., 2014). Kobayashi et al. (2018) used HRV to
link directly to the sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous systems. Their robust study of 485
participants across 57 forest environments in Japan demonstrates that HRV increases
significantly when both viewing and walking in nature.
Nature Therapy and the Nervous System and the Brain. Although HRV is a robust
measurement for nervous system activity, researchers also employ additional measurements to
document the parasympathetic and sympathetic response. The sympathetic system is also known
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as the fight-or-flight response, while the parasympathetic is also known as the relaxation
response (Campos, 2019). Ulrich et al. (1991) measure muscle tension in the forehead (the
frontalis muscle) and see a decrease in tension for participants viewing nature. Other studies
focus on salivary cortisol, a hormone known to play a part in the sympathetic nervous system
response. Researchers note that the concentration of salivary cortisol decreases with time spent in
nature (Kobayashi et al., 2017; Ochiai et al., 2015).
Other researchers examine the brain directly to study the nervous system response.
Hassan et al. (2018) examine alpha brain waves in response to walking in a bamboo forest.
Experts link beta waves to alertness or attentiveness, while “alpha waves are associated with
alertness, calmness, learning, and mental coordination” (Hassan et al., 2018, p. 6). The group
found that the results were almost instantaneous; when participants began walking in the bamboo
forest, their alpha and beta waves increased immediately. Researchers associate these results
with a state of relaxation and a decrease in anxiety.
Other teams looked at prefrontal cortex activity to determine a state of relaxation. In
contrast to the Hassan et al. (2018) study, which had participants walking directly in nature, Jo et
al. (2019) asked participants to listen to high-resolution nature sounds. They found that
participants that listened to an audio recording of a stream had lower prefrontal cortex activity
than participants that listened to sounds from an urban environment. The team measured blood
flow to the prefrontal cortex. An increase in blood flow to the area indicates an increase in
activity and, therefore, a decrease in parasympathetic activity. Jo et al. (2019) saw a decrease in
prefrontal cortex activity and concluded that nature sounds assist the relaxation response. Despite
not having physical nature space in their experiment, Jo et al. (2019) had similar results to other
nature-based studies.
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Nature Therapy and the Immune System. Most nature therapy researchers focus on
sight, touch, and hearing, but one team of researchers investigates how smelling the forest
strengthens our immune system. Li et al. (2006) study phytoncides, the volatile organic
compounds that make the forest smell like the forest, in other words, the essential oils of
coniferous trees. They find that inhaling phytoncides, whether in a forest or a hotel room with an
oil diffuser, greatly increases natural killer cell activity. Natural killer cells are cells that can kill
tumor cells and virus-infected cells (Li et al., 2006). The Li et al. (2006) research also shows that
after just two hours in nature, natural killer cells remain at an elevated level for 30 days (Dirksen,
2016). When the stress of grief weakens the immune system, a trip to the forest could help
strengthen it.
Nature Therapy’s Effects on the Spirit
Spiritual health, health associated with life purpose and self-actualization, benefits
positively from nature therapy. Studies suggest that nature therapy provides individuals with
increased self-determination and self-fulfillment because it provides a positive sense of purpose
to participants (Adevi & Lieberg, 2012; Gonzales et al., 2010; Lin et al., 2014; Siu et al. 2020).
For example, Adevi and Mårtensson’s (2013) participants diagnosed with exhaustion disorder
found that being in nature provides feelings of safety. This safety encourages participants to try
new things.
One of the reasons forest bathing is so widely adopted in Japan is because of Japan’s two
official religions; Shinto and Buddhism. Both religions “believe that the forest is the realm of the
divine” (Li, 2018, p. 19). In Shinto specifically, the spiritual world and the natural world are not
separate, spirits are within nature, and they are called “kami” (Li, 2018). Differently, many
western religions assert mastery over nature. Hand and Van Liere (1984) demonstrate that Judeo-
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Christian religions emphasize human dominance over nature and the potential exploitation of the
earth’s habitats. These differences in a spiritual connection to nature may begin to explain the
differences between how countries and cultures adopt nature therapy in our modern world.
Nature and natural elements incorporated into people-made spaces can also increase
spiritual health. Raanaas et al. (2013) examine how indoor plants and nature views influence
healing in a Norwegian rehabilitation facility. Participants reported a sense of home in the
clinical setting with the addition of plants. Furthermore, the plants and nature views brought
feelings of positivity to the patients during their stay. Nature elements increased spiritual health
by increasing the quality of life within this community.
Lidén et al. (2015) and Lo et al. (2019), nature therapy contributes to community building
through increased social health. In both studies, participants found structured nature therapy to
provide a sense of community and a place for positive socialization. Increased social health and
community led to increased mental health and happiness in participants. These results indicate
that nature therapy provides space for self-actualization and increased quality of life.
Humans have an increased quality of life when interacting with nature (Adevi &
Mårtensson, 2013; Gonzales et al., 2010; Lo et al., 2019; Siu et al., 2020). Both Gonzales et al.
(2010) and Lo et al. (2019) report participants found meaning in nature therapy, which allowed
for positive mental health outcomes. Data suggests that nature therapy may allow participants
increased physical, mental, and spiritual health (Adevi & Mårtensson, 2013; Gonzales et al.,
2010; Hassan et al., 2018; Lee et al., 2014; Lo et al., 2019; Siu et al., 2020; Yu et al., 2017).
Current Status of Nature Therapy
Akiyama’s instinct is true: spending time in nature is good for us (Li, 2018).
Governments and organizations worldwide respond to these results in a variety of ways. Still, in
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most cases, funding emerges to support research-based parks and programs when research
demonstrates their need and efficacy. In Japan, there are now 62 government-funded and
certified forest therapy parks (Li, 2018). Similarly, South Korea now offers 133 recreational
forests to the public, 34 of which are official forest healing centers with trained guides, medical
facilities, and special programs for people experiencing PTSD, technology addiction, cancer
recovery, and more (Korea Forest Service, n.d.).
Norway utilizes the forest for medical healing as well. Two of the nation's largest
hospitals partnered with the Friluftssykehuset Foundation to create outdoor care retreats for
patients (The Friluftssykehuset Foundation, n.d.). In the past few years, the United States began
promoting nature for health as well, starting the Parks Prescription Program (ParkRx) in 2013.
ParkRx is a partnership between health care providers, park agencies, and community
organizations that advocates for accessible nature spaces and a greater emphasis on the healing
capacity of the outdoors (Institute at Golden Gate, n.d.). For some, support from ParkRx or free
entry to public natural spaces does not make nature accessible. People with disabilities face
barriers to getting out into nature, mostly related to safety (Zhang et al., 2017). Knowing the
benefits nature provides, we need to improve outdoor infrastructure to better accommodate those
with diverse abilities and allow for social distancing as needed during the global pandemic.
COVID-19 Pandemic. With the global COVID-19 pandemic, many individuals are
flocking to nature as it is one of the only activities left that allows individuals to leave their
indoor confinement while practicing the recommended social distancing (Gupta, 2020). Mayo
Clinic Staff (2020) recommends time outdoors as the exercise helps calm anxiety. As state and
local governments deem garden centers essential along with allowing parks and trails to stay
open, some United States residents are more encouraged than ever to find solace in the outdoors
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(Minnesota Emergency Executive Order No. 20-20, 2020; Minnesota Emergency Executive
Order No. 20-33, 2020; Spirgen, 2020). The Minnesota Department of Health encouraged using
the outdoors for mental health and created a social media campaign to advertise the concept
(Appendix A). Whether or not the general population thoroughly understands the researched
mental, physical, and spiritual benefits of time in nature, the public popularity of nature
recreation areas, and prioritization of outdoor spaces by governmental agencies indicates the
draw to and perhaps an inner knowing of the importance of a connection to the outdoors.
Limitations to Nature Therapy
Though research suggests that nature therapy benefits the mind, body, and spirit, there are
limitations to the accessibility of nature therapy as an intervention. Over the decades, the humannature relationship has dwindled from being a priority to become non-essential (Frumkin et al.,
2017). In the following subsections, we discuss the limitations to nature therapy, including the
environment, urbanization, technology, and modern culture.
Environment. Certain areas of the world are more ideal for interaction with nature than
others. Global warming and pollution have made going outside more dangerous in some places
than it is to be inside (Fagliano & Diez Roux, 2018). The danger of global warming comes not
only from extreme temperatures and the risk of fire but also from the effects this change has on
our health. Global warming and air pollution have resulted in greater growth of allergenic plants,
making going outdoors even more difficult for people with asthma and allergies (D’Amato &
Akdis, 2020). Furthermore, certain climates present more risks for outdoor activity during certain
times of the year, such as wildfire season, monsoon season, and the harsh winters of the northern
hemisphere (Huotari & Herzig, 2008). For older adults, the winter months mean a significant
decrease in time spent outdoors (Jones et al., 2017). Although we understand the benefits of time
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outdoors, these environmental factors make it difficult for some to get into nature safely and
comfortably.
Urbanization. Urbanization historically took humans away from natural, rural settings
bringing them to urbanscapes with little greenspace to foster deep healing (Fagliano & Diez
Roux, 2018; Sullivan & Chang, 2017). Urbanization has led to increased fragmentation of
natural landscapes, resulting in deforestation and disruption in natural ecology (Li et al., 2017).
Though urban green spaces exist, in cities with lower socioeconomic status, green spaces are
associated with reduced public health (Amano et al., 2018). Socioeconomic status can influence
your zip code, determining one’s access to safe outdoor spaces (Astell-Burt et al., 2014;
Braveman & Gottlieb, 2014; Graham, 2016). Amano et al. (2018) find that green spaces with
poor public support and city management have higher rates of crime, limited public facilities,
and higher exposure to pollutants such as car exhaust. Seeking out such green spaces for
therapeutic benefit may increase one’s health risks rather than decrease them.
Technology. In the modern era, many people rely on technology for daily tasks such as
work and school. Technology also offers indoor entertainment that can seem more attractive than
seeking nature for enjoyment (DJ Case and Associates, 2016). Children ages eight to eighteen
spend up to 7.5 hours on screens for entertainment per day (Center for Disease Control and
Prevention [CDC], n.d.). Primack et al. (2017) conclude that increased social media use leads to
increased social isolation in young adults. As young adults become focused on the fear of
missing out on social media, they miss out on opportunities in the outside world (Blackwell et
al., 2017). While technology has caused connection and increased knowledge, it has also caused
a greater divide between humans and the natural world.
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Modern Culture. The most concerning point may be that people no longer need to
engage with nature in this modern world to meet their basic needs (DJ Case and Associates,
2016). We obtain food from indoor stores with pre-packaged goods shipped worldwide for
convenience (Black, 2017). Shelter, especially in densely populated, urban areas, does not come
with given greenspaces (Li et al., 2019). With the invention of cars, walking outdoors is no
longer required to go from place to place (Frumkin et al., 2017). Though these inventions and
systems allow for the advancement of modern society and ease of life for certain populations,
they deter many from fostering healthy relationships with the outdoors.
Though limitations to nature therapy exist, they do not question the effectiveness of the
intervention but rather the accessibility or prioritization of nature therapy as an intervention.
Nature therapy benefits the mind, body, and spirit to create a space that promotes holistic healing
(Association of Nature and Forest Therapy, n.d.). With increased government spending and
support and health provider education, nature therapy could become a mainstream method of
healing in the United States (Frumkin et al., 2017; Institute at Golden Gate, n.d.).
Summary
Grief is a universal and individualized healing process of the mind, body, and spirit,
which allows an individual to form a new and integrated identity after the loss of someone or
something that was loved (Fuchs, 2018; Neimeyer et al., 2014; Papa et al., 2014; Stroebe et al.,
2010; White et al., 2013). Historically, community involvement and self-expression helped heal
grief (Burke et al., 2014b; Neimeyer et al., 2014; Rosenblatt, 1988). However, by 2020 in
Western culture, grief is viewed as a point of weakness, something to be kept private, and an
experience to be avoided at all costs (Breen et al., 2015; Clement et al., 2015; Eisma, 2018;
Nesse, 2005). Disenfranchised grief is a social process. When grief cannot be publicly
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acknowledged or validated it harms the griever and stymies the healing process (Doka, 2002).
COVID-19 safety restrictions combined with the subsequent layoffs, canceled events, and
prolonged isolation drastically increased the number of disenfranchised grievers in the United
States (Ferreira, 2020; Mayo Clinic Staff, 2020; Pfefferbaum & North, 2020).
The physiological response to grief consists of the body initiating a chronic stress
response resulting in poor mental and physical health (Buckley et al., 2012b; Irwin et al., 1988;
Jacobs et al., 1986; O’Connor et al., 2011). Poor mental and physical health can lead to negative
alterations in the spirit (Ali Shah, 2017). Time spent in nature can eliminate or lessen many
elements of the grieving stress response (Lee et al., 2014; Hassan et al., 2018; Kobayashi et al.,
2018). Nature could be an ideal therapy for grief, but minimal investigation concerning this
relationship exists. Not only is there little research on nature as therapy for grief, but none for
disenfranchised grief specifically.
Nature could be an ideal therapy for grief, but minimal investigation concerning this
relationship exists. Further, according to our review of the literature, we did not find research
specifically on spending time in nature and its impact on disenfranchised griefers' process
towards healing. Therefore, to satisfy the gap in the literature, we ask the question: what are the
lived experiences of adults who self-identify as disenfranchised grievers due to COVID-19 and
how they make meaning of their grief with the assistance of time spent in nature? Before we
explain our contributions to start to answer this question, we will describe our theoretical,
professional, and personal lenses as researchers.
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Lenses

The purpose of this chapter is to articulate the relevant research lenses that have
influenced the development, implementation, and interpretation of this study. While not always
explicitly noted in many published studies, we recognize how critically important this is given
the changing landscape of research: multiple epistemologies, axiologies, and cultures of inquiry,
not to mention various data collection methods and types of data collected.
When researchers do not specify their underlying assumptions, readers can only speculate
how these assumptions may have influenced the study’s design, data collection, data analysis,
and conclusions. However, when researchers are transparent about these assumptions, they
encourage their readers to think more critically about how these assumptions impact any
research. Moreover, researchers who do this make it possible for readers to hold them
accountable to the researcher's standards, rather than artificially impose other standards (which
may or may not be relevant). Readers may more accurately assess the reliability and validity in
light of this full disclosure.
As individuals living through the COVID-19 pandemic, we experience disenfranchised
grief and are keenly aware of its widespread presence. Our minds, bodies, and spirits exhibit the
symptomatology of grief, and we yearn for things lost due to the pandemic and quarantine
restrictions, especially social interaction with other individuals. As a result, we seek time in
nature and modify our living environments to bring in more plants and light. We experienced the
very phenomena we chose to study.
To describe our various lenses, we first elaborate on how our research paradigm and
culture of inquiry frames this research project. Next, we describe the theoretical lenses guiding
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the development of this project. Lastly, we articulate how our relevant professional and personal
lenses affected this study.
Research Paradigm and Culture of Inquiry
Our constructivist paradigm, with its relativist ontology and its subjective epistemology,
informs how we have designed, implemented, and interpreted this study the constructivist
paradigm focuses on constructing meaning to understand the greater world and social structures
(Adom et al., 2016; Creswell & Creswell, 2018; Guba & Lincoln, 1994) – of interest to us as
researchers and appropriate to our research question. An example of this influence is in our
narrative collection, which allows participants to use their own words to communicate the
meaning-making they experienced in nature.
Within our constructivist paradigm, we concluded that phenomenology was the best
culture of inquiry for our study's focus. Within phenomenology, the focus is humans' lived
experiences and their meaning-making from such experiences (Neubauer et al., 2019).
Phenomenology presumes several things. First, this research modality investigates the meaningmaking of a group of individuals and therefore is not generalizable (Neubauer et al., 2019).
However, phenomenology identifies commonality and patterns within group experiences,
reflecting our research's focus to study nature's assistance in meaning-making by disenfranchised
adult grievers. Finally, phenomenology allows for depth of knowledge in the selected group’s
experiences. This depth, in turn, provides a deeper understanding of the studied experiential
phenomenon. Our study reflects these principles and how we have designed it with the artsinformed research allowing for free expression of self.
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Theoretical Lenses
Three theoretical frameworks provide the necessary conceptual grounding for this study.
They are biophilia, disenfranchised grief caused by the COVID-19 pandemic, and holism. We
summarize each and connect them to our project.
Biophilia
Biophilia provides a theoretical grounding for this study. Biophilia, a term coined by
Wilson in 1984, is the theory that humans naturally seek connections with other life forms. This
love of natural things is part of the biological evolution of humans (Kellert & Wilson, 1993).
Other theories like Attention Restoration Theory (Kaplan & Kaplan, 1989), Stress Recovery
Theory (Ulrich, 1991), and Nature Therapy Theory (Miyazaki, 2011) reference biophilia. The
theories relate because they are all rooted in stress. Humans traditionally spent 99.9% of their
time on earth in nature; the artificial environment we currently live in creates stress. Biophilia
emphasizes the restorative effects of time in nature (Grinde & Grindal Patil, 2009). This theory
is crucial to our study because it claims that we must go into nature to heal the mind, body, and
spirit. Nature could be a medicine for many of our ailments, including those caused by grief, and
more specifically, disenfranchised grief.
The design and development of our study demonstrate our belief in nature as a healing
force. Our study avoided any methods that asked participants to passively or indirectly
experience nature, for example, watching a video of nature, sitting next to a house plant, or
listening to nature sounds. Instead, we requested photos and narratives from true outdoor
experiences.
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Disenfranchised Grief Theory
This study focuses on the phenomenon of disenfranchised grief attributed to losses
caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. We define disenfranchised grief as grief that is not publicly
or privately acknowledged or validated, causing the healing process to be stymied and harming
the griever (Doka, 2002). During the first nine months of the COVID-19 pandemic, the world
changed with the novel coronavirus's onset (Fisher, 2020; Koepp, 2020; Northwest MHTTC,
2020; Tousley, 2020; Walsh, 2020). Losses caused by the pandemic, ranging in severity such as
minor inconveniences and limited freedom of movement, to life-changing losses such as the
dispossession of health, economic security, and safety, increased sharply on a global scale. Many
people report symptoms of distress associated with disenfranchised grief - losses and grief not
understood or acknowledged by the griever or by the griever's community or culture (Fisher,
2020; Koepp, 2020; Northwest MHTTC, 2020; Tousley, 2020; Walsh, 2020).
Researchers developed the disenfranchised grief theory in the late 1980s. They expanded
their view of grief beyond an individual and family phenomenon to include the external, social
experience involving the griever's broader community and culture (Neimeyer et al., 2014). With
disenfranchised grief, the griever does not have the right to grieve and does not receive sympathy
and support from the community, time off from work, or the reduction of social responsibilities
during the time of loss (Doka, 2002; St. Clair, 2013). When the griever cannot express grief in
the traditional manner agreed upon by the society or culture, suffering by the mind, body, and
soul is increased. The above make this theory useful grounding for this project. Lastly, our lenses
with the emphasis on holism influence our study of and personal experience of nature and
disenfranchised grief and its effect on all parts of the individual.
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Holism
As holistic health students, holism is an active part of how we view the world. In the
domain of medicine, holism "regards the mind, body, and spirit as a continuum that cannot be
reduced into parts" (St. Catherine University, n.d., para. 2). As with Micozzi (2019), we believe
the connection between health and illness is a comprehensive and complex relationship between
an individual’s mental, emotional, spiritual, and physical domains. For the purpose of this
research, we define holistic health as a balanced interconnection between an individual’s mind,
body, and spirit. When these domains are not balanced, individuals may experience negative
effects such as illness, life dissatisfaction, and stress.
We believe that treatments for illness in any form should be complete and address all
parts of the person. In conjunction with our research paradigm, holistic healing is the relief of
symptoms per the report of the patient or participant rather than the assessment of the physician
or researcher. Furthermore, we acknowledge that the patient or participant’s environment
impacts healing, and some environments may contribute to healing while others contribute to
disease.
The literature shows grief to be historically experienced holistically, that is, experienced
by the mind, body, and spirit (Burke et al., 2014b; Neimeyer et al., 2014; Rosenblatt, 1988).
Therefore, a holistic lens must underpin our data collection, analysis, and interpretation. This can
be seen in the way we developed our study with a focus on the comprehensive human experience
of time spent in nature. We collected our data though submitted narrative prompts and optional
photographs allowing for participants to share their own words and photos without limitations or
influence from the researchers. Finally, data interpretation was present in our phenomenological
analysis as data was coded and sorted into categories of mind, body, and spirit in relationship to
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nature and the COVID-19 pandemic to provide a comprehensive picture of participant
experiences.
Professional Lenses
Our research team brings a variety of relevant professional experiences to this project. As
Patton (2012) notes, the researchers themselves are important instruments of data collection and
analysis. Therefore, we briefly describe our experiences and how we used them throughout the
research process.
Amanda
I have worked in health care as a Registered Nurse for nine years. During that time, I
have worked at various hospitals across the country and in a wide range of settings. I have
primarily worked with cardiac patients, but as COVID-19 cases have begun to rise, I have had
work in the front lines of the pandemic. COVID-19 radically changed the way hospitals are
functioning by restricting family and visitors from seeing loved ones in the hospital and when
they are discharged to rehabilitation centers. My role as a nurse has drastically changed since I
am now called upon to be the connection between patients, their families, and doctors. In the
past, I have always felt safe in my job, but with the risk of COVID and the lack of proper
personal protection equipment, I have begun to feel unsafe working daily at my job. I can sense
that COVID-19 will drastically change the landscape of healthcare in the years to come.
Since I primarily work with cardiac patients, what first drew me to this project was the
effects grief can have on the heart. There is a condition called Takotsubo Syndrome or StressInduced Cardiomyopathy that in most diagnosable ways (lab results, EKG, and even on some
ECHOs), looks like a heart attack. Yet, it is not a heart attack, but instead, a stress-induced
ballooning of the heart and no actual blockages occurring in the heart as it would in the case of a
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heart attack. What is most interesting about this disorder to me is that it is caused by individuals
experiencing grief. In fact, it is a condition that is oftentimes referred to as Broken Heart
Syndrome. This disorder often happens to individuals after the death of a loved one, but I, in my
own experience, have seen it occur in individuals who are experiencing non-traditional forms of
grief. I have seen it occur in cases of divorce, loss of a vacation, death of a pet, and many other
grief experiences. It is because of the condition of Takotsubo that I became curious to know
other ways grief can affect the body. I also wanted to learn possible ways or resources that could
be available to individuals to prevent Takotsubo from occurring. Even though Takotsubo is not a
disorder that can cause death, oftentimes, individuals who have been diagnosed with it die within
a couple of years from being diagnosed with it.
I also work with a population whose chronic disease ultimately contributes to many
patients' deaths, many resistant to talking about death and unsure of how to be present during
times of grief. This experience has influenced my participation in this project in a number of
important ways: my understanding of medical terminology, experience with grieving patients
and family members, and my understanding of the grief process.
Becky
I have worked with community-focused organizations for 15 years and value helping
community members identify needs and opportunities and turning ideas into reality. I served in
the Peace Corps, AmeriCorps and have been the executive director for two nonprofits since
2011. Adding to my interest in my vocation and our research, I have a B.A. in political science
and history from Marquette University.
For many years, I have supported disenfranchised populations, and being an ally is
relevant to my work. Every day, I work with low-resourced individuals and families, which
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experience exclusion from the political process. Marginalized people in our society include
Black, indigenous and people of color (BIPOC), undocumented people, the young and the old,
women, and people who identify as women, LGBTQ+ individuals, and people at lower
socioeconomic levels. Learning more about academic research and specifically our
phenomenological study has reaffirmed my passion for people telling their own stories. To me,
this is the most authentic and effective way to explain truth in my very constructivist paradigm.
The community I work in is affluent, White, and the vast majority own their own homes.
When surveyed, residents say they love our community because of the vast natural resources and
green spaces, including a lake, a creek, four parks, a thick tree canopy, and easy access to the
Mississippi River. However, many of our disenfranchised community members live in a
concentrated area with 50 apartment buildings, minimal trees, and all turf grass. Some are
unaware of a pristine lake a few blocks away and unable to get there since there is no transit
service. Our marginalized residents cannot easily access nature and its healing properties because
of transportation, cost, or not feeling welcome in green spaces. Before our project, I was familiar
with environmental racism and its impact on my community. Our study has opened my eyes to
the basic human need of being in nature to feel complete and alive. This newly acquired
knowledge will have rippling effects on my work, programming, and advocacy efforts on behalf
of our marginalized community members.
With the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, my work has shifted to providing direct
service to disenfranchised community members, including free food distribution, mask
distribution, and weekly bilingual news sheets with resources and a hotline for questions and
further resource referrals. These community members were the first to experience the pandemic's
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impact and will be the last to recover. Perhaps more so than other community members, this
population will experience disenfranchised grief to a greater extent.
My organization set up a hotline for residents to call, and we offer links to information
and resources. My coworker and I are experiencing second-hand emotional, physiological, and
spiritual stress by witnessing the community's pain and loss. We need potent boundaries, selfcare practices, and a talk network with others doing similar work to stay grounded and continue
to do this critical work. Life for our community members was hard before COVID-19, and their
stories prove that it is more challenging now. Although they do not use this term, I make sense of
this collective pain through my understanding of disenfranchised grief.
Mira
I have worked in healthcare for six years. I worked for four years as a nursing assistant
and the past two years as a registered nurse. I have spent my career working with older adults in
memory care, transitional care, and hospice. During my time working with older adults, I
watched families experience high levels of disenfranchised grief. Grieving is complicated when
the family member is still physically present, but their previous, well-known personality is gone.
This could be due to memory loss, advanced disease progression, or the dying process. It was not
uncommon for me to hear phrases such as "my parent is already long gone" or "that's not my
parent." Though these family members, commonly children of the patients, experienced high
levels of loss, the greater public did not acknowledge their grief as their parent was still alive.
These experiences make me want to know more about how I can support families and patients
through a holistic model. Furthermore, I want to suggest therapeutic treatments that are easily
accessible to many populations.
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Concerning nature, my professional experiences have shown me how little patients in
treatment centers, such as hospitals and transitional care settings, can interact with the outdoors.
Patients spend most, if not all, of their time inside due to the fragility of health, sessions with
physical and occupational therapy for strengthening, or physical inability to go outside without
assistance. Due to staffing, health care settings mainly rely on volunteers to take patients outside.
However, some diseases, such as cancer, or natural conditions, such as winter weather, can
prevent patients from spending any time outside. During COVID-19, the lack of outdoor time
has become more extreme as volunteers are not even allowed on the floors at this time.
My professional lens impacts the design, development, and interpretation of our study. It
was important to me to allow our participants to use their voices and photographs to tell their
stories of the pandemic. In healthcare, the voices of patients often get lost when they should be
the focus. Similarly, within this project, I wanted to ensure that our participants' experiences,
words, and photographs were the focus instead of our manipulations as researchers.
My professional experiences influence this project, as they have allowed me to observe
and facilitate healing related to grief firsthand. Also, I have seen the physical, emotional, and
spiritual toll untreated grief can take on a person. As a nurse, I have seen clearly that mind, body,
and spirit interconnect to impact human health and that holistic methods can lead to better patient
outcomes.
Finally, working in hospice, I approach patient care from a holistic perspective by
addressing the daily mental, physical, and spiritual needs of my patients. I work with their loved
ones experiencing the anticipatory grief for their impending loss in a similar way. These fiveday-a-week experiences echoed in me as I read, coded, and interpreted our narrative responses.
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Though I participated in bracketing my own biases, I could not help but analyze these narratives
through the eyes of a nurse.
Taylor
Pre-COVID-19 I worked for the Loppet Foundation and the YMCA. The Loppet
Foundation is a nonprofit that encourages and supports people in their efforts to be active
outdoors, especially people in lower-income communities of north Minneapolis. At the YMCA, I
am a group exercise instructor, and while I spend time inside the gym with clients, I am often
encouraging them to spend time outdoors on their own. The Y has a long history of summer
camp programming and emphasizes the importance of time outdoors. I worked at two nonprofit
organizations that believe in the power of time spent outside and support my bias that being
outside is healthy and beneficial.
As a side project, I started CeMental Break (www.cementalbreak.com), a movement to
encourage mindful moments using sidewalk chalk. I create open circles for passersby to pause in
and take a mindful moment outside. At the time of publication, I have created over 500
CeMental Breaks in the Twin Cities. Others have replicated the project in 17 states and three
countries. Many CeMental Breaks focus on being mindful in a natural environment, for example,
"listen to the trees, feel the wind, watch the water," etc. This project shows my belief that time
outdoors, especially when practicing mindfulness, is essential for wellbeing.
I have plans to continue my work in the outdoors and recently completed the University
of Minnesota Tree Care Advisor program and the Nature and Forest Therapy Guide training.
With these two educational opportunities, I hope to both preserve and promote our natural spaces
in the Twin Cities. My learning in the Nature and Forest Therapy Guide program influences the
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questions we ask of our research participants, while the Tree Care Advisor program provides
further information about the power and importance of our natural spaces.
My undergraduate degree in studio arts and elementary education, specifically art
therapy, significantly influenced the development, design, and interpretation of our study. I have
a deep understanding of how art, or in the case of our study, the photos we choose to take, can
show us more about our emotional state than only words can. The combination of submitted
photos and narrative felt crucial to be able to see a more well-rounded view of our participants'
experiences. My educational background made me aware of how important it was to collect
these two types of data within our study.
Lastly, because of my background in fitness and wellness, I found myself being drawn
toward participant stories about accomplishments and breakthroughs during the analysis phase of
our project. In my fitness career, I am driven by the success stories of the people I work with whether that means getting a new squat personal best, enjoying a group fitness class for the first
time, or just feeling better in their body. It is no surprise to me that I instinctively looked for
these types of moments in participant narratives, felt them to be a huge indicator of the
importance of time in nature, and that they influenced my interpretation of the data.
Personal Lenses
Just as our professional lenses informed our credibility as research instruments, each of
us also has relevant personal experiences that contribute to how we saw our research topic, how
we engaged with it, and how we used ourselves in the research process. Therefore, we note
relevant personal experiences (or lenses) along with our methods for bracketing (Willig, 2008)
these lenses and their impact in this project.
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Amanda
I have been very fortunate to have experienced very few major losses in my lifetime.
Working in healthcare, I have benefited from having a secure job and have never lacked
opportunities. Having a large family network across the United States and the world, I have
never had to fear for the loss of housing. This is to say that my life has been comfortable in many
ways. While aware of those privileges, I have had to encounter the reality of loss while working
in the healthcare system. I have encountered many patients and family members who are
experiencing unimaginable loss and grief. Especially during the COVID-19 pandemic, I have
needed to be extra supportive of patients and their families experiencing grief. Living through
this pandemic has shaped how I personally view and experience grief.
While I may have never experienced any major losses in my life, I feel like I can
personally relate to disenfranchised grief. While working as a travel nurse across the country,
oftentimes alone in other cities, I would turn to nature when experiencing a very low time. I
moved out to Colorado on my own; knowing very few people, I became, in a way, addicted to
experiencing the natural beauty of Colorado. Hiking became something I would constantly turn
to throughout any struggles I experienced. Like many people of the millennial generation, I
recorded many of these experiences with nature on my social media with photographs. Taking
photographs of my hiking adventures kept me connected to my friends and family and
introduced me to new friends. I love the idea of having a photograph capture a moment and
connect an individual to a time of healing. I hope most from this project that people will connect
to the photos and experiences of individuals during the COVID-19 pandemic and find moments
of healing and strength through their photos and words.
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Becky
Empathy and connectedness are two of my leading strengths, according to a recent
StrengthsFinder assessment. My worldview and holistic approach to mind, body, and spirit are
grounded in these strengths. I demonstrate empathy in my interest in others, their stories, and
how we may connect through our similar experiences. I believe that all of life is connected.
Several years ago, I completed a two-year training to become a spiritual director. This training
informs most of my interactions, whether personal or professional. I want to understand where a
person comes from and how they are showing up today. I make meaning from the concept of us
as spiritual beings having a human experience. I hope to use my new knowledge of grief and
biophilia with others on their spiritual journeys.
I am fascinated by how our study of disenfranchised grief and the restorative properties
of nature intersect with my worldview and professional experiences. Working with
disenfranchised populations for almost two decades, I better understand the frustration, anger,
and confusion engendered by their experiences. Studying grief and disenfranchised grief indepth, I now have a richer appreciation for the holistic experiences of my circle at work. I see
their disenfranchised grief - a deep yearning for what was lost, compounded by the failure of our
culture to acknowledge or validate this grief. As the COVID-19 pandemic continued, I became
keenly aware of the disenfranchised grief experienced by each of us. Our collective grief was so
massive, and there was not enough support to acknowledge it all. Individuals are
disenfranchising themselves and not claiming their right to grieve even the smallest to the most
substantial losses in this unprecedented time.
Nature is an important but underutilized part of my self-care and healing regimen. Even
on the coldest winter day, the dance of sunlight on my cheek makes me feel more connected. As
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part of a four-generation family of animal lovers, pets and animals play an essential role in my
life. I am an avid walker and now trying to slow down to notice the trees and shrubs because of
my evolving understanding from this project and my research companions. I am excited to see
how our work may affect people experiencing disenfranchised grief from the pandemic and
looking for ways to help heal and make a new world after the old one changed with their loss.
Mira
Grief is part of the human experience, and I have experienced my share of it in my
lifetime. Most recently, with COVID-19, I have experienced the disenfranchised grief of having
a full-time job in a time where many are jobless but working under potentially dangerous
conditions. As a nurse during the pandemic, I have faced long hours, short staffing, absent
personal protective equipment, fights with management, and mixed reactions from the general
public. Even with these struggles, I was still fortunate to have a consistent paycheck throughout
the duration of the pandemic. This internal conflict added to my disenfranchised grief because I
felt I had to keep my struggles private when compared to what the world was feeling at that time.
Experiencing the isolation of working with COVID-19 patients has caused grief to
become a regular part of this chapter of my life. In addition, there was guilt from potentially
exposing others to COVID-19, sadness from feeling trapped in my home, and empathy every
time I would sit on the phone talking to the loved ones of those I was caring for. It felt selfish to
cry over canceling my wedding, celebrating the holidays without my extended family, and
touching my hand to the glass door of my grandparents’ house, speaking as loudly as I could so
they would feel like I was there. These experiences made me want to include COVID-19 as the
setting for this project because the isolation and grief due to COVID-19 affects millions of
people worldwide.
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My relationship with nature is less intimate than I would like it to be. Growing up, I had
minimal access to greenspaces, spending my childhood years living in apartments and
townhomes without yards or close parks. My limited access to the outdoors coupled with intense
seasonal allergies made me averse to spending time outside even when I had the opportunities to
do so. In my adulthood, I have come to enjoy nature a bit more. After work, I feel the
anticipation of leaving the building to feel the sun and breeze on my skin and breathe in the fresh
air. I feel how it changes my mood and aids my spirit. Though my experiences with nature have
been limited over the years, even feeling a fraction of its healing properties gives me hope that
our research will connect grievers like me to nature’s power to heal.
Regarding the design, development, and interpretation of this study, as a member of
Generation Z, technology has been a constant part of my life experience. Due to the nature of
COVID-19, I felt comfortable using it as the venue for our study. Additionally, I have grown up
in a time where digital cameras, camera phones, and social media have been part of “normal”
socialization and event documentation. My comfort and experience with this technology led me
to encourage its use within our arts-based study.
Finally, like our study participants, I experienced disenfranchised grief from COVID-19
and used nature to heal. I spent summer mornings at farmers' markets, escaped to Lake Superior,
and measured these mundane months in isolation by watching the natural world continue to
change around me. I saw my own story reflected in the stories of our participants and wanted to
give as many stories as possible a place to be heard.
Taylor
The grief aspect of our research is personal to me because I lost my job and had a major
event that took two years to plan to be canceled because of COVID-19. With millions of other
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people losing their jobs, and thousands of major events being canceled, it feels like I do not have
a right to grieve these losses; there is always someone out there worse off than me. For this
reason, I strongly relate to the theory of disenfranchised grief.
During the COVID-19 pandemic, I have been even more deeply drawn to the outdoors. I
know being outside makes me feel better, but during this time of loss and unknown, that pull to
be outside is stronger than ever.
My love for nature began early. As a kid, I would climb every tree, never wear shoes, and
spend all day roaming around outside, coming home covered in dirt and sticky sap. The house I
grew up in backed up to a wetland, where we often saw deer, foxes, and turkeys, so our backyard
was large and quiet. My dad climbed mountains like Kilimanjaro and Denali and would come
home from adventures beat up by nature but also totally invigorated by it. He took me camping
and taught me how to respect nature and leave your campsite cleaner than you found it.
As I got older, I began experiencing chronic pain, later finding out that I have a spinal
cord abnormality called syringomyelia as well as significant scoliosis. When most medical
treatments were out of the question, I turned to mindfulness and meditation to help with the pain.
I find it is easiest to be mindful outside and feel best when I can take my meditation practice to a
park or just next to a tree. I have repeatedly experienced the healing power of time in nature and
believe in it fully. For this reason, I enter this research project with a deep inner knowing that the
symptoms of grief can be alleviated by time spent in nature.
The development and design of our study make sense for me as a millennial and as an
artist. I take a lot of photos on my phone; it is a constant resource for me and holds a backlog of
photos from years of adventures in nature. Knowing that there are many people in the world like
me, with nature photos in their phone that may never be printed out or used for any true purpose,
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I was inspired to give purpose to those photos with this project and allow people to tell their
stories of how nature was meaningful to them during a difficult time.
Lastly, my interpretation of our results is heavily influenced by my beliefs about who has
access to nature and why. In Minneapolis, parks are a social justice issue. In 2016, North
Minneapolis, a less affluent and more diverse area of the city, parks received $25,000-$85,000 in
funding for the year, while in the whiter, more affluent, southwest side of the city, not a single
park received less than $150,000 (Campbell, 2016). And it is not just city parks that take a hit; it
is the entire urban canopy. There are fewer trees in the Phillips neighborhood than there are in
mine, and there are fewer trees in my neighborhood than there are in the Kenwood
neighborhood. This tree density pattern is parallel to the lines of both income and racial diversity
(Knight et al., 2017). There is inequity in how safe, how cared for, and how accessible green
space is. I found myself reading narratives and making assumptions about the people having the
outdoor experiences. It is deeply frustrating to me, now more than ever since completing this
project, that some people have easier access to the healing power of the outdoors, and therefore
my interpretation of our data was influenced by a social justice lens. My experiences in the
outdoors, as well as the experiences of all our participants, are a part of a racist and classist
system.
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Method

The purpose of this chapter is to describe the research design and rationale for the method
used to answer our research question: what are the lived experiences of adults who self-identify as
disenfranchised grievers due to COVID-19 and how they make meaning of their grief with the assistance
of time spent in nature. Our research was conducted during the unprecedented time of the COVID-

19 global pandemic. To conduct our research safely, we had to limit face-to-face interactions
with our subjects (Mayo Clinic Staff, 2020a). We used a research design framed within the
constructivist paradigm, grounded in phenomenology as a culture of inquiry, and an artsinformed method. Below, we provide a rationale for our research design, including our
paradigm, culture of inquiry, and method. Specifically, we explain the use of an arts-informed
method using narrative and photo-elicitation to answer our research question.
After that, we outline the sampling procedures and recruitment process. Then, we
describe our instrumentation, followed by data collection and data analysis processes. Next, we
articulate adherence to rigor within the research design, including reliability, validity, active
analytical stance, and reflexivity. After that, we describe ethical considerations in the design and
implementation of this study. We conclude this chapter with a discussion of the strengths and
limitations of the study.
Rationale for Research Design
In this section, we describe the rationale for our research design. First, we explain our
reasons for framing our research within the constructivist paradigm and followed by why we
chose phenomenology as a culture of inquiry. We conclude with our rationale for using the artsinformed method.
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Rationale for Constructivist Paradigm
The constructivist paradigm posits humans create or construct meaning to understand
their world and social structures (Adom et al., 2016; Creswell & Creswell, 2018; Guba &
Lincoln, 1994). Through a constructivist lens, reality is a construct of the human mind and
therefore subjective and based on the perspective of individuals thus making reality multiple and
varied (Adom et al., 2016; Business Research Methodology, n.d., Creswell & Creswell, 2018;
Guba & Lincoln, 1994; Larkin et al., 2006). Meaning-making is an individualized experience cocreated with the other members of a culture and the researcher (Creswell & Creswell, 2018). As
such, constructivism addresses specific circumstances in which people live and how they
construct their understanding of the world around them (Creswell & Creswell, 2018; Guba &
Lincoln, 1994).
The purpose of research in the constructivist paradigm is to study the subjective and
varied meanings created by individuals and prioritize a wider view rather than narrowing
(Creswell & Creswell, 2018). This is foundational to our study as we are exploring the meaning
making of adults experiencing disenfranchised grief because of COVID-19. Through our photoelicited narrative process, study participants expressed how they have made meaning of their
disenfranchised grief while in nature.
Constructivism assesses how interventions and activities create understanding within
specific situations (Creswell & Creswell, 2018). For this research project, we were interested in
learning about time spent in nature and its impacts on adults experiencing disenfranchised grief
caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. We agreed with the constructivist paradigmatic tenant
proposed by Guba and Lincoln (1994) that findings are created through the interaction of
inquirer, and the phenomenon is often a more plausible description of the inquiry process than
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the notion that findings are discovered through objective observation. Therefore, as researchers
grounded in the constructivist paradigm we expect the reported experiences of the participants to
be subjective, strongly influenced by their environment, and reflecting the participants’ meaningmaking interpretations.
All research paradigms are human constructions reflecting the most informed worldview
and the prioritization of data and systemic analysis (Creswell & Creswell, 2018; Guba &
Lincoln, 1994). As such, the constructivist paradigm has strengths and weaknesses. Paradigmatic
strengths include: 1) its inquiry aims to understand a phenomenon compared to the opposed to
the positivist/ post-positivist paradigms aims to explain or predict (Guba & Lincoln, 1994); 2)
The researcher is an orchestrator and facilitator designing an inquiry process, of which the
researcher is a part, for multiple voices and not seen as an authority (Adom et al., 2016); 3)
Knowledge is created through interaction among the researcher and respondents allowing for
interpretation and a consensus on the meaning and importance of experience (Adom et al., 2016;
Guba & Lincoln, 1994); and 4) The constructivist paradigm prioritizes personal value and ethics
(Guba & Lincoln, 1994).
In recent decades, the constructivist paradigm, situated in the broader field of qualitative
research, has earned more respect. However, positivist/post-positivist paradigms are more
esteemed (Guba & Lincoln, 1994). Paradigmatic weaknesses include: 1) Constructivist research
cannot be generalizable since it studies individuals in the context of a specific time period and
setting (Adom et al., 2016, Guba & Lincoln, 1994), and 2) By design, researchers are part of the
inquiry process and not objective; this opens the study to critique from those in positivist/postpositivist paradigms (Adom et al., 2016; Creswell & Creswell, 2018; Guba & Lincoln, 1994). As
researchers, we were interested in learning through stories and art.
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Rationale for Phenomenology as a Culture of Inquiry
In the following section, we describe phenomenology as our culture of inquiry and how it
grounds us as researchers to describe the lived experiences of adults who self-identify as
disenfranchised grievers due to COVID-19 and how they make meaning of their grief with the
assistance of time spent in nature. In phenomenology, the source of all meaning and value is the
lived experience of humans (Neubauer et al., 2019). The Center for Innovation in Research and
Teaching (n.d.) defines it as “a qualitative research method that is used to describe how human
beings experience a certain phenomenon” (para. 3). Phenomenology is used in qualitative
research to better understand the root of a phenomenon by learning about it from the perspective
of people that have experienced it (Neubauer et al., 2019). We used this qualitative research
method to find commonality in the lived experience of a specific group, in the case of our
research, a group of disenfranchised grievers that spent time in nature during the COVID-19
Pandemic (Creswell & Creswell, 2018).
Our study investigated the phenomenon of healing disenfranchised grief with nature. One
aspect of grieving is the process of making meaning after a loss (Kawashima & Kawano, 2016).
A phenomenological culture of inquiry allowed us to investigate how participants made meaning
of their disenfranchised grief with the assistance of time in nature and find patterns and themes
within the group (Mayoh & Onwuegbuzie, 2015). The descriptions of meaning-making
experiences provide a depth of data and, therefore deeper understanding of what it means to be a
disenfranchised griever using nature to heal.
A strength of phenomenological research is the ability to remain flexible in an everchanging COVID-19 pandemic world. Phenomenology allowed us to adapt more easily to
unanticipated findings (Mayoh & Onwuegbuzie, 2015). Phenomenological research also brings
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depth to our understanding of complex phenomena and offers rich descriptions that other
cultures of inquiry may not (Neubauer et al., 2019). In phenomenology, we pay attention to what
we often take for granted: the way we move through the world every day, our quick
interpretations, and our automatic inclinations (Vagle, 2018). For this reason, our research opens
doors to further research in the realms of disenfranchised grief and nature therapy.
The limitations to phenomenology as a culture of inquiry relate to its replicability and the
time required to complete the research with care. Because it investigates how individuals make
meaning of their experience, phenomenological research is not generalizable and, therefore,
oftentimes not recognized by policy makers (Mayoh & Onwuegbuzie, 2015). This in-depth
qualitative work also requires time and care to collect and analyze. Vagle (2018) refers to it as
“craft work” that takes time to become skilled in, and the researcher is always learning, growing,
and changing (p. xiii). This type of data takes longer to process thus, we have a smaller sample
size due to this limitation.
Rationale for Arts-Informed Method
In the following section, we describe Arts-Informed Research (AIR) as our method and
how it grounds us as researchers to describe the lived experiences of adults who self-identify as
disenfranchised grievers due to COVID-19 and how they make meaning of their grief with time
spent in nature.
Arts-Informed Research (AIR) “is a mode and form of qualitative research that is
influenced by, but not based in, the arts” (MacCallum, 2019, para. 1). AIR uses multiple forms of
creative expression to advance knowledge and understanding of the world (Eisher, 2006;
MacCallum, 2019). AIR is a holistic approach to research and can create a shared learning
experience and meaning between researcher and participant of the outcomes (Cohen-Miller,
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2018; Mount Saint Vincent University, 2019; Vigursk & Kara, 2015). AIR is based in the
constructivist paradigm (Eisher, 2006). Our paradigm and culture of inquiry necessitate
collaboration between the participants and researcher (Creswell & Creswell, 2018).
AIR reinforces that there are multiple perspectives of what is meaningful to different
individuals (Eisher, 2006; Kara, 2017; MacCallum, 2019). Participants can voice their own
meaning of an experience (Cohen-Miller, 2018; Eisher, 2006). AIR stresses the idea that “life is
lived and knowledge is made” (Knowles & Cole, 2008, p. 33), which means that all experiences
and interactions in life can further knowledge and understanding of the world.
In this study we used the AIR method form of instrumentation photo-elicited narrative for
our project. We asked participants to provide photos that they had taken during the COVID-19
pandemic and write a narrative about a meaningful experience with nature captured in their
photo or another experience or at another time. Any form of grief can be an emotionally charged
topic for an individual (Kawashima & Kawano, 2016), and a strength of AIR is it can be a way
to sensitively study an individual's experience with a sensitive topic (Kara, 2017). The use of art
to represent an emotion or meaning can make use of AIR research more can enhance
understanding of the human experience (Knowles & Cole, 2008).
A limitation of AIR is that it is not generalizable because it is centered around the
individual experience of disenfranchised grief and their interactions with nature; it is not possible
to test the reliability of the study. Every individual relates to the world around them and their
experiences differently (Butler-Kisber, 2010; Kara, 2017; Knowles & Cole, 2008). An
individual's experience cannot be generalized to another's experience (Butler-Kisber, 2010). To
compound the fact that we are asking individuals about their experience during the
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unprecedented time of a global pandemic, a circumstance that would be hard to replicate in
future studies (Ferreira, 2020).
Sampling
In this section, we present our population and sample and our non-probability
convenience sampling method. We also describe the recruitment and enrollment process.
Population and Sample
Our target population was adults that experienced disenfranchised grief due to COVID19, spent time in nature, were 18 years of age or older, and spoke and wrote English. Through
the screening process, our sample self-identified as disenfranchised grievers caused by the
COVID-19 pandemic and used time in nature as a restorative practice. Additionally, respondents
had access to the internet. Inclusion criteria include:
●

Are you 18 years or older?

●

Are you able to confidently speak and write in English?

●

We define disenfranchised grief as: grief you feel from a loss that is often not
recognized or acknowledged by your friends and family, by society, and/or by
yourself. For example, during the COVID-19 Pandemic from March 2020 to
January 2021, you may have experienced one or more of the following: not seeing
your friends and family for many months, being laid-off or furloughed,
cancellation of an important event like graduation or a wedding. Based on this
information, do you identify as a disenfranchised griever due to COVID-19?

●

Do you spend time in nature? (We define nature broadly - it could be a large park
or forest, but it could also be a walk along tree-lined streets in your neighborhood)
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A link to our consent form is here - please review it carefully before signing using
your trackpad or touch screen below.

Non-probability Convenience Sampling
We used a non-probability convenience sample (Price, 2013) identified through
networked recruitment and snowball sampling methods (Etikan et al., 2015). A convenience
sample is a way of recruiting study participants that does not use any form of random selection.
Instead, they are chosen based on their accessibility or closeness to the research or researchers
(Jager et al., 2017). In the case of our study, the convenience sample consists of our immediate
social network connections. The strengths of convenience samples are that they are timeefficient, cost-effective and simple compared to probability sampling strategies (Jager et al.,
2017). The limitation is that the study is not generalizable, and therefore the conclusions cannot
be applied to the entire population (Price, 2013).
Snowball sampling typically begins with a convenience sampling, then the initial contacts
share the study with their own set of contacts, and so on; accumulating contacts with each new
group of participants, like a snowball rolling down a hill (Etikan et al., 2015). This is also called
a chain method, using the same technique as chain mail (Naderifar et al., 2017). For our study,
we took this sampling method to Facebook and Instagram and asked our social network contacts
to share information about our study with their own networks. Something unique about using this
technique on social media is that people do not need to participate in the study to share it,
meaning we may have had many people sharing information, but that may not have translated
into a higher level of participation.
A strength of snowball sampling is in the personal connection to the researcher and the
study; even with a few degrees of separation, a potential participant may be more willing to take
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the time to contribute if they have a direct connection to the study (Etikan et al., 2015). Snowball
sampling is also cost-effective and simple to execute (Naderifar et al., 2017). And lastly, by
utilizing social networks, studies may be more likely to reach marginalized populations
(Woodley & Lockard, 2016).
The major limitation of snowball sampling is the risk of a very homogenous sample
(Naderifar et al., 2017). Participants are more likely to pass on information about the study to
their connections with similar situations and views (Naderifar et al., 2017; Etikan et al., 2015).
For example, based on our research team’s participation in a holistic health master’s program, we
are more likely to contact potential participants with a belief in holism. In turn, these contacts
may pass on the study to their contacts that also believe in holism, and so on, creating a
homogeneous group of participants.
Our initial outreach group consisted of a recruitment post to our research team members’
social network connections on Facebook (all four researchers) (See Appendix B) and Instagram
(3 researchers) (See Appendix C). With this initial outreach, we reached 2,632 individual
accounts on Facebook and 2,588 on Instagram. We encouraged our social networks to share the
posts with their own networks to begin snowball sampling and allow us to reach a larger
population. The links provided to social network connections brought them directly to Qualtrics,
beginning with the screening questions. Researchers also provided an email address to receive
questions from potential participants.
Instrumentation
In this section, we used our two forms of instrumentation of photo-elicited narrative and
researchers as instruments. We describe each below, along with their strengths and limitations.
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Photo-Elicited Narrative
Narrative research is considered the “hallmark of qualitative research” and AIR (ButlerKisber, 2010, pg. 79). Narratives are a form of research that allows the individual to write about
their story, experience, values, an event, and the world around them (Butler-Kisber, 2010; SavinBader & Wimpenny, 2014). The goal of narrative research is to find common themes among
collected writings of participants (Butler-Kisber, 2010).
Narratives that are grounded around an artifact, such as a photograph in the case of
photo-elicited narrative, have been shown to be helpful in directing narrative (Butler-Kisber,
2010; Savin-Bader & Wimpenny, 2014). Additionally, photo-elicitation has been shown to
expand the depth of narratives and find previously unknown avenues of discovery meaning
within the process (Butler-Kisber 2010). The use of photos has increased with the accessibility of
camera phones, tablets, and digital media photo-elicitation is a simple way to get a wide variety
of perspectives on the world around them (Butler-Kisber, 2010; Savin-Bader & Wimpenny,
2014). Photo-Elicitation has become a growing form of research as photography has become a
common way for individuals to document their lives and experiences with the rise of social
media and smartphones with access to digital cameras (Butler- Kisber, 2010; Savin-Bader &
Wimpenny, 2014). When viewing a photograph, one can be reminded of an emotion, a feeling,
or a different understanding of the world (Butler-Kisber, 2010; Savin-Bader & Wimpenny,
2014). Photo-Elicitation can be used to enhance and direct an individual to tell a story or share an
idea or experience in a narrative form as we used in our research through photo-elicitation
narrative (Butler Kisber, 2010; Savin-Bader & Wimpenny, 2014).
Since we were not able to meet face-to-face, we piloted our questions with seven
graduate students and one faculty member on two separate occasions. A pilot is a crucial step in
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research to test the strength and weakness of research questions and methods on a small sample
group (van Teijlingen et al., 2001). Between pilot one and two, we changed our questions to
elicit the answers we were looking for without being able to direct the participants' flow of
thought in person. Participants were first asked a series of screening questions (see Appendix D)
to ensure participants identified as disenfranchised grievers secondary to COVID-19 and had
spent an increased amount of time in nature during the COVID-19 pandemic. Secondly, we
asked participants to provide photos that they had taken during the COVID-19 pandemic,
between March 2020 and January 2021, and then write a narrative about a meaningful
experience with nature captured in their photo and how the use of nature was healing for their
loss. Our prompts were “What is your motivation to spend more time in nature during COVID19” and “How did this time in nature help you address/heal from your loss?” Additionally, we
added “optional” to each photo submission box to clarify that participants did not need to submit
photography to be part of this study.
We stressed that the photographs and narratives did not have to be professional quality,
nor should participants feel that their photographs and narrative need to meet certain criteria to
be meaningful. Pictures were taken with smartphones, tablets, and any other device that can take
photographs. We also asked participants not to include photos of themselves or others and to not
include images or details in their narrative that may identify themselves by date, location, or
content, to protect privacy.
The strength of the narrative is dependent on the strength of the questions presented
(Butler-Kisber, 2010; Knowles & Cole, 2008). Another strength of the use of narrative is that it
can be helpful to research a sensitive subject, such as grief, enabling the individual to voice their
experience (Butler-Kisber, 2010).
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A limitation of both photos and narratives is truthfulness or accuracy to the actual events
or places captured (Butler-Kisber, 2010). Having the focus of our research on the meaning
behind the photos and narratives lessens the weight of accuracy or truthfulness of our
respondents' responses. Instead, we stressed to participants that the outcome of this study is to
investigate the meaning of the relationship between disenfranchised grief and their experiences
with nature, not the accuracy of the information they provided. Because we developed the photoelicitation and narratives prompts for this study, they have no reliability and only face validity.
Researcher as Instrument
Grounded in the constructivist paradigm, the researcher is part of the qualitative research
process (Creswell & Creswell, 2018; Guba & Lincoln, 1994; Wa-Mbaleka, 2020). Our lenses
influenced the research question, choice of instrumentation, and data analysis.
As Master of Arts students, we prepared for this research experience by taking graduatelevel courses in research. During these courses, we looked at the literature related to our selected
topic, did an in-depth dive into our methodology, and explored and implemented tools for data
analysis. Over the course of these three semesters, our research group met weekly for a year and
a half to discuss research issues. We used a collaborative process to come to a consensus on
research decisions. Additionally, all group members passed CITI Training on research, ethics,
and compliance. This preparation has led us to develop a vocabulary that we can use related to
our research process. We read literature related to our topic and research methodology.
Although we have prepared rigorously for this research experience, there are still
limitations to involving the researcher as an instrument in a research study. As researchers, we
each bring our individual biases outlined in detail in our Lenses chapter. These professional and
personal lenses can impact how we view and interpret the data. Furthermore, though we have
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had preparation for this experience and support from a faculty advisor, this is still our first
experience with academic research. Our lack of experience could impact our ability to problem
solve, interpret data, and discuss our findings.
Data Collection
Below we describe how we collected data using Qualtrics, a software platform available
to us through St. Catherine University. Qualtrics is a survey software tool with a custom
interface that allowed us to shape our online experience to meet our study needs (Qualtrics, n.d.).
Participants received notification of our study either through Facebook or Instagram. Once
participants clicked on the link for the study, they engaged in four screening questions (see
Appendix D). Following the screening questions, participants read a consent form and could not
continue without signing. Participants could download a copy of the informed consent for their
records.
Once the consent form was complete, participants answered five questions, three related
to grief and two related to time spent in nature (see Appendix D). These questions specifically
were used to help participants engage with the subject matter of our study prior to engaging them
with our arts-based prompts.
Finally, participants were asked to submit 0-5 photographs of time spent in nature
between March 2020 and January 2021. Submission of photographs was optional and not a
requirement to participate in this study. With each photograph submitted, participants were asked
to write a short narrative explaining their experiences. Alternatively, if a participant did not want
to submit photography, they could write about 1-5 nature experiences they had between March
2020 and January 2021 in the available narrative space.
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The study provided participants with an email address to contact the researchers in their
informed consent. Three participants emailed over the course of the data collection period. One
participant emailed requesting information about findings and results at the study’s completion.
Two participants emailed expressing excitement about the project. None of the participants who
emailed reported negative experiences. Participants had the option to provide an email address if
they wanted to be entered into a gift card raffle, but we removed all email addresses from
responses prior to coding and analysis.
Once participants submitted their data, they could no longer withdraw from the research
experience unless they emailed our research team directly with a request to withdraw. The
researchers did not receive any requests to be removed from this study. Participants were able to
complete this research experience over unlimited sessions between the first time they accessed
Qualtrics until the experience closed on 1/31/21 at 11:59 PM CST. We then downloaded the data
for analysis rather than downloading each submission individually. All data were de-identified
prior to downloading to ensure the privacy of participants.
During the data collection process, we encountered three surprises. The first was the
number of robots that attempted to complete the Qualtrics experience. Qualtrics was able to
identify and flag these submissions, although they would not have been complete enough for us
to use anyway. We also saw a wide range in length and quality of narratives submitted by
participants. Some wrote a single incomplete sentence, while others wrote the equivalent of
almost a full double-spaced page.
Lastly, despite two pilot tests of our Qualtrics experience, we still had several drop-off
participants, especially the question immediately before the start of photo and narrative
submissions; “what is your motivation to spend more time outside during COVID-19?” Many
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people wrote thoughtful responses to that question and then exited Qualtrics. Because they did
not officially submit their response, we were unable to use the data they provided.
Data Analysis
The purpose of this section is to explain our data analysis process. We begin with the
rationale for selecting Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis (IPA) as the basis for our
qualitative analysis. We continue with a description of our data preparation for narrative and
photo analysis, followed by our coding process. Next, we provide an outline of our procedures
for descriptive analysis and conclude this section with our conceptual analysis techniques.
Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis
IPA is a method of qualitative data analysis that develops an understanding of how
individuals perceive and interact with their environment during a specific event or on a specific
topic (Larkin et al., 2008; Larkin, 2020; Murray & Holmes, 2013; Willig, 2008). IPA allows the
researchers to interpret the individual participants’ experience and identify common themes to
find meaningful insights about the individual experience and greater society at large (Larkin et
al., 2006; Larkin et al., 2008; Willig, 2008). Although the goal of IPA is to gain an understanding
of participants' experience, further knowledge and understanding are gained through the
researcher’s interpretation of the participant’s experience by bracketing up data into clusters and
themes that best demonstrate to the researcher what was meaningful to the participant (Willig,
2008). Themes that emerge among participants' responses can be interpreted and contrasted
within a cultural, social, and theoretical context (Larkin et al., 2006). For our research project,
we used the following four IPA steps as outlined by Larkin (2020).
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From these 112 submissions, this study had 47 complete Qualtrics submissions. We
removed one submission due to it being a duplicate. To prevent bias, we removed a second
submission due to our ability to identify the participant based on their pictures and responses.
Each researcher read the narratives and looked at the accompanying photos for the first
time independently. We recorded initial reflections for the purpose of identifying personal
preconceptions of the data and process (Larkin, 2020). We reviewed and discussed these
reflections as a group. Based on our initial reading and after re-reading the narratives several
times, each researcher listed commonalities found among the narratives that were then clustered
together onto a Jamboard. For clustering criteria, we prioritized the “experiential claims,
concerns, and understanding” (Larkin, 2020, p. 28) of each participant found in the data to
ensure alignment with phenomenological analysis. Our coding included things of importance to
participants, their meaning making, and their connection to the things of importance (Larkin et
al., 2008; Larkin, 2020). We identified commonalities among the clustered data as to what in
nature and how nature was healing for those experiencing disenfranchised grief during the
COVID-19 pandemic, combining multiple clusters into larger themes. To further identify these
larger themes, we downloaded our data into the software Nvivo to code the responses into our
themes. Nvivo is qualitative data analysis software that allows us to code for themes, create
charts, word clouds, and figures based on these coded themes, and collaborate with one another
during the coding process (Nvivo, n.d.).
Through Nvivo, we found quotations illustrating the themes (major and minor) that were
most prevalent, and we noted themes that were not well represented and did not pursue further
exploration in these areas. Finally, the group drafted a cohesive narrative into a descriptive,
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organized, and compelling story (Larkin, 2020; Willig, 2008) about the participant
disenfranchised grievers’ collective experience of time spent in nature.
As researchers, we took an active analytical stance in the research process and responded to three
problems. The first problem was our initial responses and biases relating to the submitted
narratives and photos. Each researcher spent time writing down their thoughts, feelings, and
responses during a first look through the data, attempting to take their feelings out of the data
even though respondents could be individuals we were connected to in our daily life. We then
spent time sharing these initial thoughts with the group to bracket them or acknowledging how
our personal experiences and lenses may impact our reading of the data.
Our second problem was encountering submissions that we could not bracket. For
example, we eliminated the full submission from a researcher’s husband because every group
member was able to identify his photos and writing.
Our final problem was deleting photos with identifying information. Participants were
asked to submit photos without identifying elements, mainly humans. Despite these instructions,
we still received 22 photos with human forms or other identifying elements. Those photos were
eliminated from our photo submission collection.
As with all approaches to qualitative data analysis, IPA has strengths and weaknesses.
IPA strengths include, this form of analysis does not look to take an ethical stance on the subject,
instead letting the participant’s experiences speak for themselves (Murry & Holmes, 2013). IPA
does not differentiate between description and interpretation to draw what is meaningful from the
data (Willig, 2008). Instead, it looks to gain further understanding through the participant's view
of their experience and the greater world at large (Larkin et al., 2006).
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IPA weaknesses include that researchers are never able to fully understand a participant’s
meaningful experience and instead must infer common themes from participants' contributions
(Giorgi, 2009). Sometimes the original meaning of a participant’s contribution can be changed to
align with researchers’ themes (Bongaardt et al., 2016). IPA also does not differentiate between a
participant’s experience and their perceptions of their experience (Willig, 2008). An additional
weakness of IPA is the perception that it does not further knowledge due to the belief that
looking into descriptive qualities is not a demanding analysis methodology (Larkin et al., 2006).
In the next section we discuss the Design Rigor of our research.
Design Rigor
In this section, we address adherence to rigor throughout the design, implementation, and
interpretation processes. We begin with a discussion of reliability, followed by strategies used by
the research to ensure validity. We close this section by covering the topics of investigator
reflexivity and analytical stance.
Process Reliability & Validity
To demonstrate the trustworthiness of our research, we addressed the critical concepts of
reliability and validity in our research process. Reliability, or the consistency of used research
results, and validity, the usefulness of information collected during the research process, are
important considerations of any research (Creswell & Creswell, 2018). To ensure reliability and
validity, we regularly communicated during all stages of development of our project (e.g.,
design, data collection, and analysis). Due to the limitation of face-to-face interaction due to the
COVID-19 pandemic, we communicated almost exclusively through digital communication,
such as email, text message, and video chat meetings. We each individually reviewed all writing
and collectively edited our writing to ensure a single voice was present within our paper. During
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the writing and development, we consulted our faculty advisor and used in-class research peer
review to get varying perspectives on our project. To gain background information for our
project, we immersed ourselves in the literature surrounding grief, nature therapy, and the effects
of COVID-19 on society-at-large and looked for contradictory information to our stance within
the literature. We specify the steps we undertook to complete our study earlier in our Method
chapter.
Reflexivity & Analytical Stance
Through reflexivity, we made a consistent effort to reflect on all stages of the project
critically. As researchers, we acknowledge that our friends and family were participants in this
study based on our methods of recruitment. As part of our data analysis, we engaged in the
practice of bracketing and set aside our personal relationships with these individuals during our
data analysis process. We approached data analysis with the goal of answering our research
question and not forming emotional connections to the responses of those we may know. Instead,
our focus was on answering our research question. We are also aware that our personal,
professional, and theoretical lenses greatly influenced our study and are addressed in our Lenses
chapter. In response to these potential biases, we remained vigilant to minimize their effect
throughout all phases of our research project.
Protection of Human Subjects
The St. Catherine University Institutional Review Board (IRB) approved this research
study at the expedited level on January 6, 2021. In our consent form, we outlined three risks for
this study: psychological risk, physical risks, and risk to privacy. We describe these risks below
and the steps we took to mitigate them.
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Psychological Risks
Due to the timely nature of this topic and the subject of grief, negative feelings such as
anxiety and depression related to research questions may occur. In the event that negative
psychological impacts occur from study participation, we directed participants to contact their
primary medical provider, local mental health services, or emergency medical services
accordingly. We provided a list of mental health resources that was included with our informed
consent (see Appendix E).
Physical Risks
If participants opted to take photographs for submission during the duration of their study
participation, participants may have been at risk for physical discomfort, pain, injury, illness, or
disease brought about by their interactions with nature as part of the methodology of this project.
However, this risk is no greater than normal daily activity. In the event that this research activity
resulted in an injury, participants were directed to seek medical attention
immediately. Participants were notified they would be responsible for all costs.
Respect for Privacy
Although our Qualtrics instructions requested participants do not send photos with
identifying information, we received some photos with human forms or other identifiers. Per our
informed consent, we immediately eliminated those photos from analysis. We did not collect any
demographic information.
Overall Design Strengths and Limitations
Like all research studies, ours has several strengths and limitations, and we discuss them
in this section. We begin with the following strengths: 1) The constructivist
paradigm, phenomenology culture of inquiry, and arts-informed research method were best
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suited for the purpose of answering our research question. We were interested in learning from
adults in the general population who self-identified as disenfranchised grievers caused by the
COVID-19 pandemic on how they used time in nature to heal; 2) Our culture of inquiry allowed
for self-disclosure and reflection of lived experiences and the collection of qualitative data; 3)
Our paradigm, as opposed to the positivist/post-positivist paradigms, allowed participants to take
an active role in the research by describing the making-meaning process through the artsinformed tools of photo-elicited narrative; 4) As we designed the research study, our team shared
the same commitment to using arts-informed research (AIR) by using photo-elicited narrative
allowed for a broader creative process for participants to reflect on and share with us about their
lived experience.
With the choice of our paradigm, culture of inquiry, and instrumentation, our study also
had several weaknesses: 1) The findings from our project were not generalizable due to the small
sample size and choice to not collect identifiable participant data; 2) By choosing to not collect
identifiable data, we could not follow up with the participants to ask clarifying questions; 3) The
data were limited to the experiences of the first nine months of the COVID-19 pandemic. As the
pandemic continues, the experiences of disenfranchised grief evolved, and the importance of
time in nature also changed; 4) Interviewing is the most common instrumentation paired with the
phenomenology culture of inquiry. However, given that we conducted this study during the
COVID-19 pandemic, we adapted and used an online survey system (Qualtrics); 5) The dearth of
literature on phenomenology, arts-informed research, photo-elicitation narrative, and data
analysis; 6) As graduate students, our project was a part of a three-semester long research class.
This created two significant challenges, which included our limited experience as researchers
and the steep learning curve. In addition, the project education and project were limited to three
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semesters with only one month to collect data. In the end, the strengths of the research design
outweighed the design weaknesses and researcher challenges. Although we identified potential
weaknesses, we are satisfied that our method is the strongest approach to answering our research
question.
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Results

The purpose of this chapter is to report the results of our research question, which asks:
What are the lived experiences of adults who self-identify as disenfranchised grievers due to
COVID-19, and how do they make meaning of their grief with the assistance of time spent in
nature? First, we describe the participants and relevant background information, followed by
observational data. We then describe the following themes identified in participant data: 1) The
context of the pandemic, 2) Turning to nature for healing, and finally 3) Symptoms participants
report relief from by way of time spent in nature, including emotional, physical, social, and
spiritual symptoms. We first start by providing descriptions of the participants in our study.
Description of Data
This study received a total of 112 submissions. See Table 1 below.
Table 1
Type of Submissions Received in Qualtrics
Types of Submission

Number of Submissions

Complete

47

Passed Screening - Incomplete

33

Did Not Pass Screening

21

Started study - Did not Complete Screening 7
Spam

4

TOTAL

112

In total, this study had 45 eligible participants. Each included participant identified
themselves as English-speakers, writers over the age of 18, and as self-identified disenfranchised
grievers due to COVID-19 and spent time in nature. Additionally, participants had access to
internet service through a phone, tablet, or computer.
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We opted not to collect further demographic information on participants to prevent bias
during phenomenological analysis. Furthermore, the focus of the study was the participants'
experiences in nature related to their disenfranchised grief, rather than their demographic data.
The following section is an explanation of the participants’ experiences in the context of the
COVID-19 pandemic.
We received 151 photos from study participants and were unable to include every
submitted photograph in this chapter. We have chosen to share photos in coordination with their
narratives whenever possible. In this chapter, photographs follow their narrative quotes.
Observational Data - Participant Language
This word cloud (Fig. 1) represents participant language used in the collected narratives.
The words in red are most used, and the words in black and grey represent less used, but still
prevalent, words. The size of the word in the cloud corresponds to the prevalence of the word in
the collected narratives. The words participants used most often were: feel, felt, time, life,
nature, and COVID.
Figure 1
Narrative Word Cloud
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In these two sections, we provided participation descriptions and observational data. Now
we move describing the following themes, including 1) The context of the pandemic, 2) Turning
to nature for healing, and finally 3) lived experiences of healing with the assistance of time spent
nature, including emotional, physical, social, and spiritual. First, we begin by setting the context
of the first nine months of the COVID-19 pandemic.
The Context of the Pandemic
Most participants included context and setting in their narrative accounts of experiencing
disenfranchised grief and spending time in nature. We begin by grounding their experiences in
the self-reported context of the first nine months of the COVID-19 pandemic: 1) Grief, loss, and
yearning, 2) A new normal, 3) Escaping the new normal, and finally, 4) New opportunities. We
first begin with accounts of grief, loss, and yearning.
Grief, Loss, and Yearning
All 45 participants self-identified as disenfranchised grievers who experienced loss
during the pandemic. Many experienced a change in expectations and the loss of people, places,
or plans. Although participants did not use the term yearning, most expressed a sense of loss,
missing, wanting, and absence.
The COVID-19 pandemic disrupted life for everyone. One participant stated: During the
pandemic I thought about all the things I couldn't do. Some said they: grieved normalcy. Others
shared specific examples of yearning after they experienced job losses, loss of health, and missed
opportunities, and experiences, such as trips.
Many shared about missing family and friends due to social distancing required by the pandemic.
One stated: I allowed myself to be sad and miss my extended family. Another stated: I miss being
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able to engage with neighbors around an election - to learn what's important to them, to discuss
issues and candidates.
Figure 2
“Vote” written in chalk on the pavement

Yearning for many transformed into the unique experiences of creating a new normal in
response to the COVID-19 pandemic.
A New Normal
Participants referenced the new normal or lifestyle changes due to the unexpected and
stressful restrictions of movement, quarantining, social distancing, and masking. Most
participants mentioned new losses or changes to their work, school, or social life, like this
participant:
The 20/21 school year was when I was going to go back to work after being a stay at
home mom. Unfortunately, Covid changed all of that for me because as a family we
thought it best for me to stay home with the kids and do virtual learning. I felt lost and it
felt silly to grieve a job/career that I didn’t have.
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Others mentioned the grief of not having a normal work environment and not being able
to take the trips we really wanted to. Participants mentioned nature as one way to get away from
the new normal.
Escaping the New Normal
Most participants shared going into nature, whether out their front door or deep into a
natural space, helped them escape the news, social media, their fuller-than-usual homes, or
constant reminders of COVID like masks, hand sanitizer, and PPE. One participant noted:
Escaping and being sort of lost in the woods for an hour or so felt like freedom. Another
participant explained this further: Nature offers the mental and physical uncoupling from the
constantly present anxiety of social media, health concerns, diminished personal space.
Additionally, many participants explained that going outdoors was the only place they
felt safe or comfortable, especially when meeting with friends or family. Some felt the outdoors
was really the only option, and there was nothing else to do, while others explained how the
pandemic provided new opportunities when it came to their time outdoors.
New Opportunities
Some participants told stories of their time in nature being a silver lining to the pandemic.
Like this participant who made lifestyle changes: Because of Covid I have decided to get
healthier and began walking more on the roads near my home, and my ability to walk without
pain was improving.
Some shared that they could do things they have always wanted to do because of the
pandemic. For example, this participant: I've been meaning to go up to the north shore and hike
state parks for years and this year because of covid I finally made it happen.
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Figure 3
Blue sky with rocks and trees

Nature also inspired creativity, time to learn new hobbies, and allowed some individuals
to explore their surroundings. A few participants stated that time in nature inspired them to
engage in more creative endeavors. One participant stated their time in nature helped them be
creative:
I wanted to give people something to smile about. I collected and bought rocks
and painted them outdoors on my picnic table and then placed them around the
neighborhood. Some went in neighbors' yards; some went on my walking paths;
some went in the crevices of a retaining wall in my yard. Neighbors told me their
kids practiced math skills by counting the ones in my retaining wall every time
they walked by. I noticed one family taking pix of their little girl by the retaining
wall, so I gave her a ladybug rock to take home. I noticed one family started
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painting their own rocks and putting in their yard. I gave ladybug rocks to a few
kids in the neighborhood, including some new neighbors. It made me feel good
and less sad about my own situation to bring a smile to others. It gave me one
more reason to be outside, enjoying nature and using nature for good.
Figure 4
Rocks painted like ladybugs

s
Another participant described a flight of fancy she had while in nature:
Nature always gets me in the playful spirit. I started building this tiny snowman.
My roommate decided she needed hair. Then I decided she needed a skirt. And we
kept going until we created what we called The Snow Queen! Playing in nature
and being out in the snow felt so magical and pure. It felt like an escape from the
chaos of the world and reconnection to self.
Besides inspiring works of art, time in nature encouraged some individuals to learn new
life skills or hobbies. One participant stated:
I was kinda nervous since I had never been camping alone with two dogs. But the
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trip really helped me to recognize what I can achieve by myself while living in a
new town where I do not know anyone.
Figure 5
View of trees out a tent door

With nature being open with few restrictions during the pandemic, participants
discovered new places within their community. One participant stated: to go out and experience
something new and more beautiful than normal was huge for me to emotionally separate from
the new covid normal. An additional respondent stated staying close to home has encouraged me
to be more observant. While these participants found new opportunities in their nature
experiences, many also found healing.
Lived Experiences of Healing
As participants sought serenity, soothing, rejuvenation, and time to process the
pandemic’s unprecedented events, many detailed their experiences of turning to nature to heal.
Included in this theme are subthemes of 1) Reminders of healing in nature, 2) Water as nature’s
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balm, 3) Time away from everyday realities, and finally, 4) Time goes on. First, we begin with
the shared experiences of reminders shared in the narratives of participants’ healing in nature.
Reminders of Healing in Nature
Many participants reported that nature helped facilitate healing for them during the
COVID-19 pandemic. For some participants, nature stimulated healing, for example:
Seeing the mountains, the blue skies, and the colors all around filled up my soul! ... The
wind in my face, the smile splitting my face... it just felt like life was beautiful and at
peace. My senses were on fire after a stretch of time feeling dull and muted.
Another participant reported this healing experience: Breathing in salty air, watching the
constant tides helped soothe away my concerns.
Figure 6
A beach with plants and clouds

Some participants expressed healing darker emotions: It was COLD and windy and the chill
drove the anger right out of me. Others shared lighter healing experiences: I noticed the sunlight
coming through the trees and filled me with delight.
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One participant highlighted the happiness and life they feel when in nature:
There is life everywhere there and I get happy noticing even the simplest things. This rock
covered with green is alive too! Furthermore, participants referred to the calming aspects of
nature, stating: seeing the openness, the green, and the continuation of the trail, I felt a sense of
calm and serenity.
Others referred to how nature allowed for greater connection to facilitate healing:
Looking at that rock and thinking that some random stranger painted it and left it for others at a
beautiful spot on Lake Superior moved me.
Figure 7
A pink painted rock that says “friends”

Another participant echoed this, stating: I love the sunset. So peaceful and relaxing, bright and
colorful.
One participant provided an example of nature being a place of cleansing, stating:
In here, I have a “leave it tree.” If my mind is too full, I stop at the tree and ask my thoughts to
stay there. Another connected nature, healing, and grief stating: What better way to address loss
than to promote hope, and gardens do just that. It’s easier to have hope when nurturing fragrant
flowers, with busy bees and insects doing their important work.
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One participant highlighted nature as an image for resilience:
I went on a very long walk along the Minnesota River and spent quite a bit of time
admiring cottonwood trees - and in this image - what looks to be fallen branches, are in
fact, the visible roots of the cottonwood that spread out and grown bark, anchoring the
tree and holding the riverbank in place. In this instance, nature providing the breathing
room to simply take in the idea of a pandemic, what the impacts could be, and to mentally
pull it together for the work week ... with cottonwoods a living reminder of resiliency.
Figure 8
A forest floor covered in brown leaves

To summarize the participants’ experiences of turning to nature for healing, one shared:
this was nature at her rejuvenating best. Participants drew from their time in and interacting with
nature to experience the holistic healing interconnectedness. Participants found healing in many
different landscapes, but some were more popular than others.
Water as Nature’s Balm
Proximity to water during the pandemic provided sanctuary, comfort, peace, and
catharsis for many. In total, about one-third of the participants mentioned water in their narrative
reflections. Below we describe water’s facilitation of healing and relaxation.
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Water heals. Multiple participants reported water as being healing. One participant
simply stated: water is often healing for me. Another participant stated: time on the water always
heals me, and to have access to the waters in this way this year in particular was vital. One
participant mentioned that they are: lucky to have a pool, which is my sanctuary. Water is
healing and relaxing. And finally:
Living in Minneapolis, I had access to be around water often this year. I find water
extremely comforting. Listening to the waves, being surrounded by warm water, and
watching sunsets over water are some of my favorite feelings. There is something about
being by water that is very healing.
Figure 9
A lake at dusk

Two participants mentioned that water is cathartic. One participant stated: one thing I
always wanted to do was stand behind (and in) a waterfall… cathartic as it was very loud and
cool and cleansing. Another added: stomping in puddles is always cathartic for me,
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especially especial when it’s still raining. Many participants found healing from their time near
water, and others found relaxation as well.
Relaxation. In narrative reflections, participants mentioned the relaxing, peaceful,
comforting, and calming nature of water. To experience nature and water in particular,
participants used many senses: Listening to a river while hiking and even just being close to
water, is a relaxing sound and environment. And another shared:
It was a lovely day and so peaceful on the water. There is something so calming about
water. Every rhythmic stroke brought the pleasant sound of water meeting paddle. I
found it easy to become lost in the sounds of nature and to forget for a while how much I
missed my busy people-filled life.
Some participants cited the scenery, including water having benefits. For example, one
participant stated: I love being at water level and seeing the banks from the waterside. Water is
restorative to me...calming, peaceful, reflective, life-sustaining, and another shared: calm water
and sunshine to help still the mind.
Figure 10
Fall leaves on rocks and in water
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Some participants spoke of water as a powerful healing and relaxation tool, and almost
all mentioned that being outdoors felt like an escape.
Time Away from Everyday Realities
Many participants reported that nature facilitated a physical, mental, social, or emotional
escape for them. Many participants reported that being in nature allowed: time away from
quarantine home life.
One participant supported this, stating: hard to worry about life’s stress when you’re in
one of the most beautiful places on earth. Others reflected on how nature distracted them from
things they were missing: I found it easy to become lost in the sounds of nature and to forget for
a while how much I missed my busy people-filled life.
One participant highlighted how nature and connection provided an escape:
Playing outside with my dogs brought smiles and laughter and being able to stop thinking about
being stuck home while things are shut down.
Another participant highlighted how being in nature allowed the world to stop:
These golden leaves looked so rich against the rocky bank that I was drawn to their
stillness. The stillness creates an opportunity to suspend thinking about the enormity of
COVID and give me a chance to set all of that planning, talking about surges, numbers,
scenarios, risks...all of it... set it aside and just be on the water with no outside
information coming at me to process.
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Figure 11
Orange fall trees

Alternatively, one participant viewed COVID-19 as creating time for them to escape in
nature. For one participant, they were able to see that I can do this. One participant echoes this
point by stating:
In the beginning, my thoughts were: “It’s cold. It’s dreary. It’s brown. Spring will never
arrive”. Then a little more green grass, a few more bird calls, and TODAY is the day this
tree looks different than it did yesterday. If I would’ve been in my pre-Covid “hurry up”
mode, I probably would’ve glanced at this tree in a week and thought “oh, when did
those leaves appear?” but I’m grateful to realize I’m watching it in real-time.
Study participants highlighted escape in varying forms. For some participants, escape
meant physically leaving a place. For other participants, the escape was mental or emotional.
Due to much of the stress related to the pandemic, an election year, social unrest, social media,
technology, and changes in circumstances, participants stated they used nature as a means of
escape or distraction. One participant expressed that they used nature to get away in my thoughts
from the chaos of stress at work- and the grief of not having a normal work environment. A
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change in scenery helped one participant: the awe from a sunset at the cabin erased the anxiety
from news updates and covid numbers.
Figure 12
Sunset across a lake

For another, time away was a chance to unplug and gain perspective: the regular world
didnt feel safe and I had so much anger at how people of color continued to be treated. Nature
calmed my anxieties, later stating that nature: felt like a really respite from every daylife where
thing with kids and work were still very stressful.
Time away in nature helped this participant and their family:
We were in a stressful place, a very stressful place. I remember crying the night
before we went for a hike. I remember telling my husband that we need to put our phones
away and just get out in nature. Getting out of cellular range helped to break the doom
scroll spiral we were in. Everything melted away while a spent a whole day out hiking
and foraging.
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Figure 13
A path surrounded by trees

Nature assisted another participant because it: BUYOED ME all through the extra
challenges of the election, my kids’ anxiety and depression, family drama, my mom’s covid, and
the overarching mega bummer of how 2020 took away, fun and levity.
And finally, one last participant illustrated this point by stating:
Spending that time out, in nature, building fires, dipping my toes into lakes,
hiking, drinking beers on top of cliffs, it was all so invaluable to my healing. In these
spaces of nature, COVID +political unrest +social unrest was not even on the mind.
In the next section, we review participants' responses to how nature helped them mark the
passing of time.
Time Goes On
Many participants shared the concept of for everything there is a season, and this time of
the worldwide pandemic will eventually pass. Some participants noted the passage of time
through the seasons:
The miracle of autumn, knowing it is nature’s show before the many coming months of
black and white nature made me think about phases in life, about change, and internally I
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more clearly understood that time changes things and felt more content just to experience
the changes.
Figure 14
Fall colored trees

Similarly, this participant stated: Just getting in beauty of fall colors and remembering
covid time is just a season we're in right now but it won't always been this way really helped. For
another, the sky marked time, and they shared: The moon gives me markers of time passed and
rebirth.
Figure 15
A full moon seen through bare trees
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As time passed irregularly, this participant reported:
I discovered a nature center near my new house and it has been a treat every month or so
to visit and take in the changing of the season. It reminds me the world is still moving
forward when everything else feels like it’s at a standstill.
Figure 16
A green fern on the forest floor

Other participants called attention to the transformative qualities of nature, stating: nurse
logs/stumps always inspire me. They are ancient trees, rotted away over hundreds of years, but
supporting the new generation of trees. this feels so hopeful and meaningful.
Figure 17
A tree stump
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This participant similarly elaborated on this point: There is something about closely watch a
living being go through transformation and vulnerability and coming out the other side a
butterfly.
To summarize the quotes in this section on the perception of time during the pandemic:
Being in nature and witnessing this beauty on a fall day reminds me of how 2020 is just a blip in
time. Our world will keep spinning and life will go on.
Our grieving participants reported healing experiencing through time spent in nature in
varying ways during the COVID-19 pandemic. Most narratives included a recounting of how
participants turned to nature for healing. Participants found assistance in nature’s balm of water,
escaping from everyday pandemic realities, and understanding the passing of time and ‘a season
for all things’. We now report the specific holistic symptoms impacted by time spent in nature
according to our grieving participants.
Holistic Healing in Nature
Healing comes in various forms, and participants reported different ways nature helped
holistically heal their minds, bodies, social needs, and spirits. We conclude by reporting our
results by providing the participants’ self-reported experiences of healing through time spent in
nature: 1) Emotional healing in nature, 2) Physical healing in nature, 3) Social healing in nature,
and finally, 4) Spiritual healing in nature. First, we begin with participants’ reporting of
emotional healing in nature.
Emotional Healing in Nature
As participants reflected on time spent in nature, stories included the processing of a
wide range of emotions, including frustration, conflict, stress, and grief. We describe expressing
the release of emotions and marking loved ones’ passing.
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Releasing emotions. Emotions in relationship with the physical body came up often in
participant narratives. Multiple participants spoke about using physical activity to work through
tough emotions. Including this participant, stating: Hikes together allowed us to get exercise and
release frustrations in a healthy way instead of conflict with each other.
Some participants did this regularly: we would talk about our experiences, process them
together, learning about each other all while caring for our bodies. These hikes were physically
demanding but we were rewarded with the view at the top and building our friendship.
Figure 18
View of Minneapolis in winter from above

Many expressed feeling better emotionally or spiritually as they completed their physical:
Hiked 7 miles in the snow on this outing. I’ve never spent much time outside in winter and it was
refreshing! I was able to work out all my stress and returned home exhausted but cleansed.
Some included their families in the activity and noticed a change in their behavior: Took
the kids for a long hike - they HATED it and whined for most of it. Their attitudes were much
better by the time we were done.
While spending time in nature, participants reported they had the time and space to work
through negative emotions. One participant stated: hiking above the city gave me perspective of
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how small my problems are. Another participant stated: spending time outside let me find
moments of peace amidst the sadness and chaos of the summer.
One participant illustrated this point by stating:
I took a lot of walks when I was struggling with relationship issues. Walking and
just sitting outside gave me alone time to clear my head and thin. It helped me
realize that I wasn’t upset with my partner, but that I was upset with the situation we
were in.
Figure 19
A wide tree-lined path

Many participants shared emotional healing experiences. For example, we normally walk
in wooded areas so we don’t run into other people very often, there walks allow me to just be
alone with my thoughts. Participants wrestled with emotions: after walking and hiking over 300
miles since the beginning of Covid in order to prioritize my mental health, I cried tears of relief
and grief. When ever I have been experiencing stress, the environment has always been relaxing
to me.
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Figure 20
A view from above

For many, time in nature provided the opportunity to release strong emotions facilitated
by nature’s presence. Still, others found emotional solace and coming to terms with deaths and
losses.
Marking the passing of loved ones. In our study, five participants shared about seeking
nature to grieve the loss of loved ones and heal. As loved ones died, the pandemic disrupted
traditional grieving rituals. One participant shared about their grandmother and a nature
connection, specifically about water:
Time on the water with whales. My grandma, my last living grandparent, passed over the
summer. She loved whales and finding them and floating with them enabled me to be
close to her, even while mourning the loss and not being able to gather as a family to bid
her farewell.
Wildflowers provided a nature connection for a second participant who stated:
My grandma’s favorite wildflowers were lupine and paintbrush. I had no way of knowing
that I’d find so much of both on this hike. Seeing this field took my breath away and made
me pause for a long while to think of her and all of our adventures.
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Figure 21
Flowers on a hill with blue sky

One participant used nature to facilitate connection and make meaning:
The moon and mars share the sky at night, spectacularly distanced but perspectiveshifting. For a moment at my grandmother's funeral (she died of covid cardiovascular
complications), our bodies were closer than in [pandemic] life but spectacularly
distanced. We shared the same moon all my life, and the moon knew her before I did. I
find a sense of calm in night walks, as most of the world has gone to sleep.
Figure 22
Night photo with the moon and trees
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Lastly, another participant shared their experience around her mother’s death during the
pandemic: My first hike without my mom. Nature re-centers me, connects me to myself, and
allows me to feel and heal that being around people does not. She would lose her life to that lung
condition 2.5 weeks later.
As participants expressed their lived experience and meaning-making of death and
disrupted grieving, they used terms including grieving, mourning, connectedness, took my breath
away, and healing. Shifting from emotional healing, we now summarize the participants’
experiences of healing physically with the assistance of time in nature.
Physical Healing in Nature
Participants reflected on time spent in nature and shared experiences such as being
present, not living in my head, strength, bravery, and an unexpected sense of accomplishment.
Next we describe being present in the body and physical accomplishments.
Being present in the body. One common thread related to how focusing on their body or
their movements freed them of stress or difficult emotions, like this kayaker:
I discovered the combination of magnificent scenery along with the fact that I’m not a
very experienced kayaker, and therefore had to really focus on my paddling skills,
prompted me to be very present and free of grief and worry.
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Figure 23
View of rock formations and trees from a kayak

And similarly, for this participant: I walked everyday and spent my time looking up, in
awe of the colors, instead of living in my head. Participants experienced these moments of being
present in a variety of nature settings, from sitting in a quiet park to challenging themselves to an
advanced level hike.
Physical accomplishments. Some participants wrote about physical achievement. Many
people walked more than ever, some climbed mountains, and others completed long hikes, like
this participant:
So, I decided to start walking four miles to work a few days a week to ground myself
before going to a job that’s painful on a good day (and considerably worse during Covid
times.) It escalated from there as I decided to climb Mount St. Helens at the end of
summer.
Similarly, this participant stated: Doing an “advanced” hike made me realize how strong
and brave I can be. However, some felt complicated feelings about their bodies’ abilities. This
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participant expressed feelings of guilt because of her physical accomplishments: I was really
proud of my body while also guilt-ridden that I could do this climb while so many were dying.
Figure 24
Trees, blue sky, and clouds

Participants completed many physical accomplishments alone, and others incorporated
social needs by including friends, family, or pets along on their outdoor adventures.
Social Healing in Nature
In most narratives, participants referenced the severe limitations of social interactions by
the pandemic. Participants reflected on time spent in nature with others and shared healing
experiences such as feeling less alone, feel connected, a community of other people who needed
nature too, and conversations. We selected supporting quotes from the narratives describing the
limitations on social interactions during the COVID-19 pandemic and the lifestyle changes
involving more time spent in nature which provided safe opportunities for individuals to make
connections with others.
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One participant stated that during the pandemic, they felt: everyone is close but
spectacularly far away. Many participants expressed their isolation and loneliness: during the
isolation of this pandemic , it’s been challenging to stay connected. It’s easy to feel alone and
depressed. This same participant later stated that while being in nature: I felt connected—not just
to nature as I always do when I’m near Lake Superior—but to the other human beings who had
stood in that same spot. I felt less alone.
The pandemic inhibited everyday social interactions, and participants adjusted: time that
couldn’t be spent with friend indoors could be spent with them outdoors. One participant stated
the importance of nature in making a social connection because:
That was the only place I could safely gather with small groups of family and
friends without masking up or feeling awkward. It was a space where we could breath
freely and feel connected through real life presence!
Figure 25
A bonfire at night

Another participant stated about finding connection in nature to others:
It felt healing to see so many people distantly on the lake as well, like a
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community of other people who needed nature too. The picture of the city itself
made me feel more connected instead of isolated.
An additional participant stated spending time in nature provided the opportunity to:
Spend time with one friend in my hometown in a covid safe. Together we could
process everything happening in the world and to us. Her support and
conversation really helped me through a rough time.
Another example of lifestyle change: meet my sister and walk the trail at that time. We do
that at least 3 times a week and it has been one of the best things I’ve done to manage health and
stress during COVID.
Figure 26
A bird in a nest with an egg

Another participant’s response further illustrated this point that they found the:
Importance of being in nature with a friend (you can see our dogs even though you can’t
see her). We saw (& see) each other almost weekly to savor and observe nature and to
process the event of the week. Being in nature is key to our being together. We’re moving
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in nature, enjoying the beauty of nature, sharing observations, and making plans. Nature
surrounds us and the conversations are better and different here than in an indoor space.
Time in nature and with others facilitated comfort and healing for many: I felt at peace
and lucky to get a chance to enjoy time outside in a safe environment with someone I enjoyed
spending time with and later continued the importance of connection to others through nature,
stating, I felt a sense of community being outside in my city. Thousands of people were going
through the same thing I was outside of my house walls.
This social connection provided by safe time spent in nature, as stated by another
participant:
We meet at a distance and it was so good to connect. We spent the whole day in
the field and the kids climbed pine trees with my friend’s son. It was sweet to hear the
chatter between kids they each offered advice as how to best climb a tree or build a fort. I
felt recharged from that day.
Figure 27
Two dogs in the snow

Participants’ pets provided further opportunities for connection during the pandemic. One
participant stated: Taking the dogs for a walk and seeing Christmas decorations was a nice
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activity to connect with people in my neighborhood simply by enjoying their efforts of decorating
their homes for other to see. The narratives often described social connections in tandem with
spiritual healing.
Spiritual Healing in Nature
Spiritual healing is the last type of holistic healing we identified in our participants'
narratives. Participants used terms such as something bigger than, and some others used more
traditional spiritual terms, including sacred, soul, ritual, and awe. Reflecting on gratitude,
participants used appreciation, thankful, grounded, centered, contentment, restoration,
refreshed, and rejuvenated. We describe feelings of something bigger than themselves and a
profound sense of gratitude.
Something bigger than me. Time in nature inspired a sense of awe and connection to
something beyond their surroundings and daily lives. The most frequently used phrase was
“something bigger,” indicating connections to spirituality, humanity, or the planet. One
participant stated that time in nature: reminds me I'm part of something bigger, also beyond my
control - like covid.
Figure 28
A prairie with blue sky and clouds
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Several participants shared how time in nature made them feel more connected to people
experiencing the pandemic. One participant shared: Watching a sunset helps ground me and
remember that people all over the world are experiencing the same thing. This is not unique to
me. Another stated: It feels like the whole universe, man and nature, are one. And finally, one
expressed a connection with the universe and stated they: feel the circle of life and the wildness
of the universe.
Additional participants used more traditionally spiritual terms to express a connectedness
to something bigger than themselves. One participant wrote: This place once again became a
sacred place for me. Another person shared: holding soil in your hands does wonders for the
soul. Some participants reaffirmed or established new rituals involving their time in nature. For
one participant: This trail became part of my ritual during COVID. After pairing the spiritual
healing experience of a connection to something bigger, we now turn to reflections on gratitude.
A profound sense of gratitude. Having access to nature and being in nature generated
gratitude in most participants. Expressing gratitude for the time in nature, one participant stated:
simply be a human being and be present with nature. Another participant shared how nature is a
tool for appreciation and stated: I’m so fortunate to have what I need and nature reminds me of
that. One participant shared gratitude for the gifts of time in nature and stated: I can remember
having a moment while on the trail of contentment, something I do not feel like I have felt often
due to the pandemic and even prior. Lastly, a participant wrote about the rejuvenating power of
nature, stating: The peaceful waves, sunshine and fresh air brought rest to me. I felt like I could
continue doing the hard things because I had time to recharge and fill my bucket.
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Figure 29
A rock arch with trees, blue sky, and water

Two participants shared about their spiritual practices of gratitude and meditation in
nature. One wrote, I meditate on gratitude; the other shared, I have appreciated the time to focus
on breath and meditation. Although we organized the narratives’ data into healing types, most
narratives threaded a story of holistic healing as they turned to nature for support.
In this chapter, we report on how participants described a wide variety of experiences of
making meaning during the first nine months of the COVID-19 pandemic as they spent time in
nature. We describe the participants and then report findings from the data, including the selfreported context of the pandemic, how all participants turned to nature in this difficult time, and
finally, the four types of holistic healing offered through time in nature. We now shift to the
discussion chapter and provide findings aligned with the literature, surprising findings, and
suggestions for future research.
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Discussion

The purpose of this chapter is to interpret our research findings. To do this, we first
discuss findings that are supported by the literature. We follow with a discussion of unexpected
findings. Finally, we discuss three implications of this project. These include implications for
holistic health, for the community, and further research. This chapter ends with our conclusion.
Findings Supported by the Literature
Several of our findings are consistent with what the literature would have predicted. We
focus on the following four findings in our data that are supported by the
literature: physiological symptoms of grief and stress are similar; grievers and most especially
disenfranchised grievers experience a sense of yearning after a loss; grief, especially
disenfranchised grief, is a social phenomenon; and partaking in ritual helps most grievers
acknowledge the loss, start healing, and rejuvenate spiritual health.
Consistent with the literature that suggests all grievers and most especially
disenfranchised grievers experience a sense of yearning after a loss (O’Connor & Sussman,
2012; Prigerson et al., 2008; Shear et al., 2016; Stroebe et al. 2010), our findings suggest that
most participants demonstrated yearning by expressing the desire to be re-connected with lost
expectations, lost experiences, and lost people.
As suggested by the literature, grief, especially disenfranchised grief, is a social
phenomenon (Doka, 2002; St. Clair, 2013), as many disenfranchised grievers struggle for
validation of their grief from social ties and even within themselves (Dugan, 2005; Gard &
Ruzek, 2006; Regan, 2007). Our findings suggest many participants used time in nature to feel a
connection to themselves and even others as they processed the unexpected experiences and
emotions, including disenfranchised grief, brought on by the pandemic.
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And the final finding consistent with the literature suggests partaking in ritual helps most
grievers acknowledge the loss, start healing, and rejuvenate spiritual health (Burke et al., 2014a;
Dennis & Washington, 2016; Doka, 2002; Draper et al., 2014; Egnew, 2005; Fuchs, 2018;
Gilbert, 2002; Neimeyer et al., 2014; Norton & Gino, 2013; Pan et al., 2014; Reeves, 2011;
Stirling, 2016; Thompson & Neimeyer, 2014; Vale-Taylor, 2009; White & Fessler, 2013). Our
findings suggest that many participants initiated communal and individual rituals as part of their
time spent in nature and found healing from these practices. We now focus on these four findings
consistent with the literature in the proceeding sections.
Nature Eases Physiological Stress
The literature suggests that physiological symptoms of grief and stress are similar
(Buckley et al., 2012b; Irwin et al., 1988; O’Connor et al., 2011; Reuben et al., 2000), and people
experience stress reduction and relaxation, shown by both physiological and mental health
assessments, when they spend time in nature (Han et al., 2016; Hassan et al., 2018; Jo et al.,
2019; Kobayashi et al., 2018; Lee et al., 2014; Ochiai et al., 2015; Sonntag-Ostrom et al., 2015;
Yu et al., 2017). Our findings are in line with these studies. Some participants reported entering a
nature experience with high stress and anxiety due to disenfranchised grief and departing feeling
more at ease. According to the literature, grief creates mental and physiological signs of stress
(Bhattacharyya et al., 2007; Buckley et al., 2010; Burke et al., 2014a; Gerra et al., 2003; Reuben
et al., 2000), and nature decreases many of those same signs, including high blood pressure,
elevated heart rate, depression, decreased immune response, low HRV and more (Chun et al.,
2017; Hassan et al., 2018; Kobayashi et al., 2018; Lee et al., 2014; Ochiai et al., 2015; Yu et al.,
2017). Although we did not design the study to collect data on physiological signs or
measurements of stress, narratives told the story of lowered stress levels. Participants report
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going into the woods after a COVID-related argument with a family member and coming out
feeling more grounded. Others talked about the stress of ruminating on lost jobs and canceled
events and how much lighter they felt after going for a walk by a lake. These narratives confirm
the literature findings: the benefits of spending time in nature counteract the physiological and
mental symptoms of disenfranchised grief. Time in nature also eases the feeling of yearning
ubiquitous to grief.
Yearning
Grief impacts the mind, body, and spirit of individuals through symptoms such as anger,
shock, anxiety, increased heart rate, and social isolation (Doka, 2002; Norton & Gino, 2014;
Stroebe et al., 2010; White & Fessler, 2013). According to the literature, across all types of grief
is the ubiquitous characteristic of yearning for the lost loved one, place, or object (O’Connor &
Sussman, 2012; Prigerson et al., 2008; Shear et al., 2016; Stroebe et al. 2010). Yearning may be
worse for disenfranchised grievers who do not experience support or validation by society or
themselves (Doka, 2002). The literature suggests co-occurring conditions such as depression and
PTSD respond to medical treatments, but yearning from grief only lessens over time and
processing the loss (O’Connor & Sussman, 2012; Stroebe et al., 2010). Although no participant
used the term yearning, most expressed the longing for the lost object of value: a person, a
relationship, an expectation, and more. Also supported by the literature, many narratives
demonstrated a primal knowing of how to ease yearning by spending time outdoors. Participants
also used time with others to find solace and healing through connections with others.
Social Connection
According to the literature, the grief experience is a social process (Anderson, 2010;
Neimeyer et al., 2014; Rosenblatt, 1988). Many of the rituals surrounding grief are socially
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constructed (Doka, 2002). Individuals experiencing disenfranchised grief during past global
disasters expressed that the loss of social ties to their community and loved ones was a
distressing aspect of their grief experience (Dugan, 2005; Gard & Ruzek, 2006; Regan, 2007).
Besides, according to the Biophilia theory as coined by Wilson in 1984, humans naturally seek
connection with other life forms. This could be a connection to other humans and life forms
around them in natural environments.
Many participants stated that due to limitations on social interactions during the COVID19 pandemic, nature provided a safe opportunity for individuals to connect with others. This was
either through having a safe space to spend time with loved ones or the space to reflect upon the
shared experience with their community. Being able to strengthen social connections frequently
leads to a feeling of healing for participants.
Ritual
Formal and informal ritual is a universal part of the grieving process, according to the
literature (Burke et al., 2014a; Dennis & Washington, 2016; Doka, 2002; Draper et al., 2014;
Egnew, 2005; Fuchs, 2018; Gilbert, 2002; Neimeyer et al., 2014; Norton & Gino, 2013; Pan et
al., 2014; Reeves, 2011; Stirling, 2016; Thompson & Neimeyer, 2014; Vale-Taylor, 2009; White
& Fessler, 2013). Designing and practicing rituals is important to the healing of grief, especially
for those who experience disenfranchised grief and seek external or internal validation (Doka,
2002; St. Clair, 2013). Several participants expressed pain and frustration from the inability to
participate in traditional and communal rituals to mark the passing of a loved one and other
pandemic losses. And others found the extra time, or the need for emotional, physical, and
spiritual healing, led them to create new rituals for themselves and with others outdoors.
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The literature also suggests rituals may be individual acts to allow the griever to begin to
form a new identity after the loss (Neimeyer et al., 2014). With narrative references to the new
normal and unmet expectations for how life should be, many participants used rituals to start to
form their new identities during the pandemic. Many of the narratives reflected findings in the
literature on disenfranchised grief, nature therapy, and the emerging field of COVID-19
pandemic lived experiences. We also uncovered many unexpected findings as well.
Unanticipated Findings
Our study reveals several unanticipated findings: 1) many references to physical
achievements in narratives, 2) frequent mentions of water in nature, 3) references to joy and
happiness in narratives.
Physical Achievements
An unexpected number of participants discuss being proud of their physical achievements
outdoors. Our narrative prompts never suggested discussing physical goals or milestones. In fact,
we were noticeably clear that, for the purposes of our study, being in nature could mean “a walk
down tree-lined streets in your neighborhood” and that big hikes or mountain climbs were not
required to participate in the study.
Despite our emphasis on all types of nature experiences being welcome, we received
stories about long, challenging hikes, climbing mountains, walking many miles to work multiple
days per week, trying a water sport for the first time, and more. We believe these achievement
narratives may emerge from a loss of traditional achievement-based settings due to COVID-19.
With schools closed, jobs changed or gone, and races and other events canceled, many people
have lost the spaces they normally feel a sense of accomplishment. Just as people have used the
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outdoors as a place to meet with friends and get away from their homes, our participants found
that they could use the outdoors to create a sense of pride in themselves.
Water
An unexpected finding from this research was the number of times participants referred
to and discussed water. We utilized snowball sampling through our social media accounts to
promote study participation. All four of us reside in the state of Minnesota, specifically the Twin
Cities metropolitan area, and we suspect that many of the participants resided within the same
geographical area. Minnesota, dubbed as the “Land of 10,000 Lakes,” houses 11,842 lakes, 6,564
miles of rivers and streams, and 10.6 million acres of wetlands (Minnesota Department of
Natural Resources, n.d.). Therefore, a large portion of study participants may have had access to
Minnesota waterways, leading to water’s prevalence in narrative reflections.
Another possibility is the cultural significance of water. Water is involved in the
ceremonies and rituals of many major religions, specifically with the idea of ritual cleansing
(Provenzo & Buxton, 2013). Additionally, religious scriptures use water as a metaphor for
punishment, praise, and godliness (University of Bergen, n.d.). Many narratives referred to the
calming, healing, and cleansing aspects of water. Participants may have been drawn to water in
nature due to a cultural significance in connecting with it.
Water has a mysterious aura. Despite being land mammals who require water to live,
humans still know relatively little about it and why it acts and reacts the way it does (Wapner,
2018). Additionally, Scientists remain unsure as to where the water now inhabiting the earth’s
surface comes from, as Earth was a planet that was once composed of molten substances and
gases (Scharf, 2020). Perhaps the draw to water seen in the narrative responses came from our
innate, biological curiosity.
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In response to the mystery of water, we propose that biophilia may be a contributing
factor to the popularity of water within the narrative responses. According to biophilia, humans
are evolutionarily drawn to things required for us to live (Kellert & Wilson, 1993). Biophilia
theorists would argue that water was a main theme in the narrative responses because humans
and all life on Earth require water.
Joy and Happiness
An additional unexpected finding from this research was participants’ frequent joyful
experiences during their time in nature. Grief is typically associated with negative emotions such
as shock, anxiety, anger, despair, sorrow, and lack of control (Doka, 2002; Norton & Gino, 2014;
Stroebe et al., 2010; White & Fessler, 2013). Studies regarding forest bathing show a positive
correlation between time in nature and increased relaxation and decreased depression symptoms
- but not exclusively joy and happiness (Chun et al., 2017; Ochiai et al., 2015).
Many of our participants wrote about their struggles with negative emotions during the
COVID-19 pandemic and expressed joy and happiness during their time in nature. A logical
explanation for the frequency of joyful experiences is that nature provides a positive impact for
those experiencing grief or those experiencing negative emotions.
Implications
In the following three sections, we discuss the implications of our research for holistic
health, for the community, and future research. First, we start with implications for holistic
health.
Implications for Holistic Health
The results of our research provide implications for the field of holistic health,
practitioners, and clients. Our research project was one of the first attempts to study the lived
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experiences of adults who self-identify as disenfranchised grievers due to COVID-19 and how
they make meaning of their grief with the assistance of time spent in nature. Consequently, our
findings regarding the healing of effects of time spent in nature by disenfranchised grievers, the
descriptive narratives, and themes in the data uncover several important considerations for
educating holistic health practitioners and enabling them to assist clients on their respective
healing journeys.
As the literature suggests, widespread disenfranchised grief occurs after large disasters
such as September 11 and Hurricane Katrina (Knudsen et al., 2005; Latino, 2011; Shear et al.,
2011; Tsai & Venkataramani, 2015). Fisher (2020) reported on the first waves of disenfranchised
grief on the personal, community, and worldwide scale following the abrupt start to the COVID19 pandemic on March 20, 2020. Holistic health practitioners and their clients are likely
experiencing some level of disenfranchised grief but may not know to name it as such
(Northwest MHTTC, 2020). Holistic health practitioners and clients should become familiar with
disenfranchised grief and its accompanying yearning and ranging emotions. They can safely
honor their intuition knowing that time spent in nature is a worthy method for healing as
expressed by so many of our participants’ narratives. Integrating nature into holistic wellness
does not have to be an active intervention but is a way of thinking centered on human-nature
interaction (Reese et al., 2012; Reese & Myers, 2012). This may be in the form of integrating
questions about time spent in nature into health intake forms. By establishing a baseline for
clients' current and past interactions with nature, practitioners can begin to weave further
interactions and healing into sessions and recommendations. Our findings are important for
holistic health and the community at large.
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Implications for the Community
In this section, we discuss the implications of our research for our community. We divide
this section into two subsections: 1) Parks Rx and medical referrals, and 2) Barriers and access.
Parks Rx and medical referrals. Based on our group’s findings relating to healing
experiences in nature, we advocate for the expanded use of Parks Rx (Institute at Golden Gate,
n.d.), an existing initiative discussed in our literature review that allows doctors to prescribe time
outdoors to patients. This program is currently more targeted at internal and family medicine
doctors and not widely used in the United States. Because of our research on disenfranchised
grievers, we propose an increase in participation from allopathic doctors and a new focus on
mental health practitioners and holistic healers prescribing time outdoors. With health
professionals prescribing time in nature, we advocate for insurance companies covering the cost
of park passes and the ability to use HSA and FSA accounts to purchase outdoor equipment, like
bikes, trekking poles, running and walking shoes, and camping items. This type of financial
assistance may also eliminate some barriers to spending time outside.
Barriers and access. People of color were disproportionately affected by COVID-19
(Mayo Clinic, 2020). For this reason, people of color most likely experienced greater levels of
disenfranchised grief. Our research shows that time in nature benefits healing from
disenfranchised grief. For that reason, we advocate for both increased access to nature and
support systems for helping people of color get outdoors.
Currently, there are several barriers to nature access, including financial, safety concerns,
mobility restrictions, and lack of time (Astell-Burt et al., 2014; Braveman & Gottlieb, 2014;
Fagliano & Diez Roux, 2018; Graham, 2016; Huotari & Herzig, 2008; Jones et al., 2017; Zhang
et al., 2017). Because of our findings, we advocate for lowering entry fees to regional, state, and
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national parks, making local and city parks welcoming and safe for all, funding for restorations
to increase physical accessibility, and employers providing opportunities for paid time off to
spend outdoors.
Beyond improved access to natural spaces, we believe in funding groups that help people
of color get outdoors to help counteract the disproportionate effect of COVID-19 on
communities of color. Organizations like Melanin Basecamp (Melanin Base Camp, n.d.),
Outdoor Afro (Outdoor Afro, n.d.), Indigenous Women Hike (Indigenous Women Hike, n.d.),
Latino Outdoors (Latino Outdoors, n.d.), Diversify Outdoors (Diversify Outdoors, n.d.), Melanin
in Motion (Melanin in Motion, n.d.), Unlikely Hikers (Bruso, n.d.), and more are working to
bring people of color into nature and deserve federal funding for that effort.
Overall, outdoor spaces need to be more available to people with limited access due to
loss of safety and security, loss of independent mobility, and inequality of urban forests and
canopies.
Implications for Research
There is so much more to explore in the world of grief and nature. Still, we have three
areas we believe deserve to be researched: 1) Disenfranchised grief, 2) Indoor/enclosed nature
spaces, and 3) Comparisons of different types of nature settings. We will begin with our ideas for
future research for disenfranchised grievers.
Disenfranchised grief. Disenfranchised grief is not a widely studied phenomenon
compared to other types of grief (Doka, 2002). Currently, there are only a few studies looking
specifically at the efficacy of treatment and therapy models for disenfranchised grief. Moreover,
our review of the literature found no studies pairing disenfranchised grief and spending time in
nature to heal. As of the completion of our project, the COVID-19 pandemic literature is just
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beginning. Although disenfranchised grief caused by the pandemic is an emerging study area
(Breen, 2020; Callahan, 2020; Doheny, 2020; Ferreira, 2020), we have not found studies on
disenfranchised grief treatments in general nor about nature therapy in particular. We advise
further research pairing disenfranchised grievers and the effects of time spent in many more
natural settings; additional methods to study and provide a richer view of disenfranchised
grievers and their experiences during the COVID-19 pandemic; and lastly, how the general and
specific populations used the assistance of nature during the pandemic. Next, we review future
research related to our topic and suggest additional research specifically on indoor and enclosed
natural spaces.
Future Research. At the time this research was conducted, COVID-19 had only been
declared a pandemic in the United States for about ten months (Mayo Clinic Staff, 2020). This
research study only captured a snapshot of the pandemic. At the time of this study's completion,
just over half of adults in the United States have received one dose of the COVID-19 vaccination
(Center for Disease Control and Prevention [CDC], 2021). Longitudinal studies following the
patterns of disenfranchised grief throughout the pandemic and following return to normalcy
would assist in building on the foundation this study has provided.
The method of this study collected participant’s subjective, qualitative data. Further
exploration into a collection of objective, quantitative data, such as heart rate and blood pressure,
pre and post nature intervention could contribute to the evidence-based literature in support of
nature therapy implementation for the physical symptoms of grief.
While many participants in this study referred to spiritual themes in their narrative essays,
the online format of this study did not allow for follow-up questions or further exploration into
these themes. The use of in-person or virtual interviews allows the researchers a chance to ask
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follow-up questions and build on themes shared by the participants. Delivery of a similar study
in the form of a focus group as opposed to the use of an online survey tool may facilitate a sense
of community for disenfranchised grievers.
Finally, this study explored the reflection and meaning making of time spent in nature
between March 2020 and January 2021. These interactions with nature were not planned, and
there was no set minimum amount of time spent in nature. Further study into the relationship
between time in nature and therapeutic effects may help form guidelines for the implementation
of nature therapy into general medical practice.
Indoor and enclosed nature spaces. We understand that one of the barriers to getting
outdoors is safety, whether that be safety from other humans (for example, assault while alone in
nature) or safety from the physical environment (for example, uneven terrain creating fall risks).
Many of our communities already have indoor nature spaces like greenhouses and
conservatories, but do these spaces offer the same benefits to disenfranchised grievers as natural
outdoor spaces? Indoor spaces offer safety and security, and they may be more accessible to
some groups, like older adults. For this reason, we would advise a study on the experiences of
disenfranchised grievers in indoor nature spaces.
Comparisons of different types of nature settings. Lastly, the consistent mentions of
water in the narratives we received made us consider the types of environments our participants
visited. How would the experiences of disenfranchised grievers change depending on the setting?
For example, would someone have the same grounding feelings in a desert, near a lake, or in a
prairie? What setting offers the best healing opportunities for a disenfranchised griever? We
advise further research on specific types of natural settings and the experiences of
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disenfranchised grievers in them.
Conclusion
Our study described the lived experiences of adults who identify as disenfranchised
grievers due to COVID-19 and how they make meaning of their grief with the assistance of time
spent in nature. This investigation is important for a few reasons. The first is going into nature is
one of a few COVID-safe activities. It is important to understand if nature can also be used for
healing purposes during a global pandemic when many other therapies are less available. The
second is having a deeper understanding of how the inequities in access to nature further affect
populations with barriers to getting outdoors. It is more complicated than some people having
access to green space and some not; it is some people having access to a form of therapy and
some not. That is a systemic public health problem, not just an urban forestry problem. And
finally, we believe the more we appreciate nature for what it can do for us, the more likely we
are to care for it and protect it.
Based on the experiences we witnessed through photo and narrative submissions, we
conclude that participants had positive, transformational, affirming, and joyful experiences in
nature that helped them make meaning of their disenfranchised grief during the COVID-19
pandemic. While previous research taught us about the physiological, mental, and spiritual
effects of grief and nature, our participants’ experiences brought that research to life. We saw a
clearer picture, literally and figuratively, of what nature can do for a person experiencing grief.
Our team formed this project during a time where there was nothing to do but to go
outside. COVID-19 separated us from our friends and families, our jobs and schools, and from
one another. When we were outside, we could forget the masks, the canceled events, and the
suffocation of living life during a pandemic. After looking through the previous research,
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analyzing our own data, and thinking critically about this topic for many months, our group
could only come to one conclusion: when shit goes down, get your ass outside.
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Appendix E

ST CATHERINE UNIVERSITY
Informed Consent for a Research Study
Study Title: COVID-19 and Disenfranchised Grief: A Phenomenological Study
using Arts-Informed Photo-Narrative of Nature Experiences
You are invited to participate in a research study. This study is called COVID-19 and
Disenfranchised Grief: A Phenomenological Study using Arts-Informed Photo-Narrative
of Nature Experiences. The study is being done by Amanda Schaeppi, Becky Timm,
Mira Bronstein, and Taylor Tinkham, Masters students at St. Catherine University in St.
Paul, MN. The faculty advisor for this study is Carol C. Geisler, Ph.D, from the Master of
Arts in Holistic Health Studies at St. Catherine University. Below, you will find answers
to the most commonly asked questions about participating in a research study. Please
read this entire document and ask questions you have before you agree to be in the
study.
Why are the researchers doing this study?
The purpose of this study is to describe the lived experiences of adults during the
COVID-19 pandemic in how they make meaning of their disenfranchised grief through
nature encounters. We define disenfranchised grief as grief you feel from a loss that is
often not recognized or acknowledged by your friends and family, by society, and/or by
yourself. For the purpose of our study we define nature broadly, it could be a large park
or forest, but it could also be a walk along tree-lined streets in your neighborhood This
study is important because our research project is one of the first attempts to study the
lived experiences of adults during the COVID-19 pandemic as they make meaning of
their disenfranchised grief through encounters with nature. Approximately 50 people are
expected to participate in this research.
Why have I been asked to be in this study?
You have been asked to be in this study because you responded to an advertisement to
be a research participant on social media and inquired for further information through
email. You have been selected to participate in this study because you identify as an
English-speaker and writer over the age of 18 who self-identifies as a disenfranchised
griever due to COVID-19 and you spend time in nature. Additionally, you must have the
ability to communicate through email.
If I decide to participate, what will I be asked to do?
If you meet the criteria and agree to be in this study, you will be asked to do these
things:
Receive, read, and sign informed consent through Qualtrics platform,
approximately 10-15 minutes. You are doing this now.
● Engage in 6-10 content specific questions about COVID-19 and nature,
approximately 10 - 30 minutes
●
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Collect 0-5 photographs of time spent in nature between March 2020 and
January 2021, approximately 10 minutes to 1 hour
● Write paragraphs describing 1-5 experiences in nature that coordinate with
photographs or exist separately, approximately 10 minutes - 1 hour
● Submit photographs and writings to the research team via Qualtrics platform,
approximately, approximately 10-20 minutes
●

In total, this study will take approximately 1 to 3.5 hours over an unlimited amount of
sessions from the first time you access Qualtrics until the experience closes on 1/31/21
at 11:59 PM.
What if I decide I don’t want to be in this study?
Participation in this study is completely voluntary. If you decide you do not want to
participate in this study, please feel free to say so, and do not sign this form. If you
decide to participate in this study, but later change your mind and want to withdraw,
contact the researchers by email at treesandshrubsresearch@gmail.com and you will
be removed immediately. You may withdraw until Sunday January 31, 2021 at 11:59
PM after which time withdrawal will no longer be possible. Your decision of whether or
not to participate will have no negative or positive impact on your relationship with St.
Catherine University, nor with any of the students or faculty involved in the research.
What are the risks (dangers or harms) to me if I am in this study?
While participating in this study, participants are susceptible to inherent risks based on
the sensitive nature of this topic. We break down the risks into categories below:
Psychological Risks
Due to the timely nature of this topic and the subject of grief, negative feelings such as
anxiety and depression related to research questions may occur. In the event that
negative psychological impacts occur from study participation, the researchers direct
participants to contact their primary medical provider, local mental health services, or
emergency medical services accordingly. We have provided a list of mental health
resources attached to this informed consent.
Physical Risks
If participants opt to take photographs for submission during the duration of their study
participation, participants may be at risk for physical discomfort, pain, injury, illness or
disease brought about by their interactions with nature as part of the methodology of
this project. However, this risk is no greater than normal daily activity. In the event
that this research activity results in an injury, please seek medical attention
immediately. You will be responsible for all costs.
What are the benefits (good things) that may happen if I am in this study?
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There is no direct benefit to participation in this study. Participants indirectly benefit by
contributing to the literature on the relationship between nature and grief caused by
COVID-19.
Will I receive any compensation for participating in this study?
You will not be compensated for your participation in this study.
By participating in this study, you have the option to be entered into a drawing for a $50
REI gift card. There will be four winners.
What will you do with the information you get from me and how will you protect
my privacy?
The researchers will keep the research results in the Box, a secure, password
protected, content management service provided to the researchers through St.
Catherine University. Only the researchers and their advisor will have access to the
records while they work on this project. The researchers will finish analyzing the data by
June 15, 2021 and will then destroy all original reports and identifying information that
can be linked back to you.
Any information that you provide will be kept confidential, which means that you will not
be identified or identifiable in any written reports or publications. If it becomes useful to
disclose any of your information, the researchers will seek your permission and tell you
the persons to whom the information will be furnished, the nature of the information to
be furnished, and the purpose of the disclosure; you will have the right to grant or deny
permission for this to happen. If you do not grant permission, the information will remain
confidential and will not be released.
Your words and photographs may be used in our final report. In an effort to maintain
confidentiality, do not submit photographs taken of yourself or others. We will be
reporting quotes from research participants in our thesis. However, we will remove data
that may identify you in order to protect participant privacy.
Anything you share will be publicly accessible, you control what you disclose. If
information is submitted that may be identifiable or easily traceable, it will be excluded
from this study.
Could my information be used for future research?
Yes, it is possible that your data will be used for additional research. All collected data
will be de-identified and may be used for future research or be given to another
investigator for future research without gaining additional informed consent.
Are there possible changes to the study once it gets started?
If during the course of this research study the researcher team learns about new
findings that might influence your willingness to continue participating in the study, they
will inform you of these findings.
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How can I get more information?
If you have any questions, you can ask them before you sign this form. You can also
feel free to contact Amanda Schaeppi, Becky Timm, Mira Bronstein, and Taylor
Tinkham at treesandshrubsresearch@gmail.com. If you have any additional questions
later and would like to talk to the faculty advisor, please contact Carol C. Geisler, Ph.D
at 651-690-7789 or ccgeisler@stkate.edu. If you have other questions or concerns
regarding the study and would like to talk to someone other than the researchers, you
may also contact Dr. John Schmitt, Chair of the St. Catherine University Institutional
Review Board, at (651) 690-7739 or jsschmitt@stkate.edu.
You may keep a copy of this form for your records.
Statement of Consent:
I consent to participate in the study and agree to have my photographs and writings be
included in this study without identifiable data present.
My signature indicates that I have read this information, my questions have been
answered and I am at least 18 years of age.
______________________________________________________________________
Signature of Participant

Date

________________________________________
Printed Name of Participant

______________________________________________________________________
Signature of Researcher

Date
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National Mental Health Resources
National Suicide Prevention Lifeline
Hours: Available 24 hours. Languages: English, Spanish.
800-273-8255
https://suicidepreventionlifeline.org/
National Alliance on Mental Illness - List of Helplines
https://www.nami.org/Support-Education/NAMI-HelpLine/Top-HelpLine-Resources
National Alliance on Mental Illness - COVID-19 Specific Resources
https://www.nami.org/Support-Education/NAMI-HelpLine/COVID-19-Information-andResources
Mentalhealth.gov
https://www.mentalhealth.gov/

